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The purposes of this practicum lvas to do an

exploratory examination of Erik Erikson's developmental

model vrith a smal-l- group of adolescents of native back-

ground. and who had been considered for counseJ-ing or

therapy services through the Youth Psychiatric Services

Unit by the Winnipeg Health Sciences Centre and the

blinnipeg Indian and I'{etis Friendship Centre. One group of

youths was counseled by the student social worker first

in the Youth Psychiatric Servi-ces and the rest in the

Friend.ship Centre for the l-atter part of ihe year.

[iore specifically, the objectives were to try to

achieve the following: (a) to examine the applicability of

ihe identity concept to native youth, (b) to examine the

utility of Erikson's identity concept in intervention with

natj-ve youths, and (c) to develop and evafuate an in¡o-

vative intervention with native youth based on Erikson's

concept. This practicum was an examination of Erikson's

conceptual- base ie. the key issues that Erikson posed to

be in the mj-nds of adol-escent youths.

Other major objectives of undertaking this coun-

seling program vÍere that of (1) providing a counsel-ing

support service to the youths within an area of antici-

pated need and (2) developing further the student v¡orker's

therapy or cou-nseling skills and understanding of youths.

T

CHAPTER I

OBJECTIVES



The literature that was considered for review was

divided into four different areas. These areas were

(l) the eclectic approach (2) the theoreticaf knowledge

base of the adol-escent youth in the Eriksonian framework

(research and. theoretical- works)(3) the knowledge base of

the native adolescent youth in a cultural framework (re-

search and theoretical works) and (þ) the knowledge bases

for methods of intervention.

In looking at the work of each of the writers,

some strengths and weaknesses have been included'

"What is a good theorv?"- How this was relevant.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

An j-ssue that was useful- tc appfy in completing

this report was the question of what makes a good theory.

In looking at the eriteria general-Iy used by various

popular theorists, these criteria were examined to see if

they were related to the objectives set out for this
practicum. Because of the objectives that were set out in

this practicum it was predicte.d that only some of the

criteria woufd be clearly related to the results ' The

criteria for a good theory were considered in the section

Evaluation of Resul-ts, in which the objectives of examining

the appficability and. utility of Erikson's identity con-

cept were evaluated. With the objectives that were set out

in this practicum, the task was not the same as determining

?



what was a good theory. If none of the criteria related

to the results however, the identity concept would not

have had any use.

The criteria for a good theory used were that of

Buford Stefflre. While his five criteria v/ere less in

number than some other writers r his criteria were incl-uded

in the lists by the other writers. His criteria covered

basic areas (guford Stefflre, I972,p 9) and were the

following: (1) A good theory is comprehensive. It

accounts for human behavior and is complete (2) a good

theory is explieit ie. it is precise and can be tested.

There should be no problem in finding clear rel-evant

examples. (3) A good theory is parsimonious ie. simplified

to the point and does not over-explain. (4) A good theory

is cfear. The language shoufd be simpJ-e and open. (5) A

good theory generates useful- research; its general

principles are not self-contradictory.

]- The Eclectic Approach

3

An eclectric approach was used in this program and

report. This eclectic approach was used because in

applying any counseling, the student has found it

impossible to use any singÌe main approach excl-usively.

Secondlyr ârr eclectic approach was used for this practicum

because without an integrative or eclectic approach the

student worker coul-d not have appl-ied and examined the

Eriksonian identity concept in as open a perspective. By

talcing an integrative outl-ook, the writer has been abl-e to



exalnine other theories for their potential value.

defined as an approach which can incorporate the contri-
butions of different theories (1) to obtain some under-

standing of the nature of man' healthy personality and

behavior change (2) to develop skil-ls and (l) to establish

methodolory. There were a number of writers who gave

helpful simil-ar explanati-ons of what the ecl-ectic approach

involved. One writer was Stanley S. Marzolf (L956,Ch.13)

as he stated,
"The ecl-ectic in counseling is one who is willing

to utilize any procedures which hold promise even
though their theoretical bases differ markedJ-y. It
is possible that these divergent theories may even
be mutualÌy contradictory....What is more probable
is that theories are not as mutuall-y contradictory
as those who promote them woul-d have us believe. "
(Marzolf, Ig56,pp 327-328) .

A good explanation or definition of ecfecticism should

recognize the strong arguments for and against the eclectic

approach and those presentations that did do this were the

most heJ-pful.

Arnold A. f,azarouso multi-model therapy was

another useful description of the eclectic approach. For

example, he maintained,
I'Apart from those who still- adhere rigidly to

specific schools or theories, most practitioners
are inclined to be ecfectic. But while the ecl-ectic
therapist probabJ-y has more to offer than the
narrow school adherent, the problem with most
eclectics is that they embraèe such diverse theories
and methods that they lack a systematic structure
for their arrayof interventions. The fact that
al-most anything can help some people some of the
time r cãlts€s counsel-ors and therapists to engage
in superstitious behavi-or ," (Lazarous r October l-978,
p 7).

The eclectic or integrative approach could be
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The theoretical work of Hil_de Bruch (fgZU) and

Jerome Frank (1973) were helpfuì- in methodology of inter-
vention to some degree. The work of these latter writers
gave some background for interview strateg¡¡ and general

counseling skills and knowledge. some specific references

were included for the li-terature review section on method-

olory of intervention.

A final use that

approach was the need to

Ìike approach of Sal-vador

of the slums (196?),

After working with the first few youths, it u¡as

found that the home and neighborhood circumstances were

very important factors because of the pressures that
existed for poorer families. A community-oriented approach

was needed.. Minuchin et al- worked. as a team of trained
workers and therapy researchers doing a detailed exami-nation

of low income families who were provided with family
counsel-ing intervention over an extended period of time.
The analysis of the somewhat compJ-ex family member inter-
aetions and communication problems by Minuchin et aL was

useful in alerting the counselor to interactions that coul-d

have existed in CPNAY.

2. Theorelical- Knowl-edge Base of the Adol-escent youth

was made of the integrative

refer to the environmentalist-

Minuchin et al in their Families

a) Research Studies ¡

Most of the research studies on adol-escents that

in the Eriksonian Framework



related to Erikson's identity concept that were found were

of the survey design types. Of the studies found there was

a lack of experimental designs which invol-ved Eriksonts

model.

There was one practicum by L. Ferguson (October,

Ig?B) from the School of Social Work at the University of

Manitoba that did ínvol-ve counsel-ing with fi-ve adolescent

girIs. Her study had limited applications for Erikson's

concept because the reference to Erikson was not extensive;

her practicum did not do in depth analysis of the identity

theory since that was not the objective.

L. Ferguson's practi-cum was relevant in that it

did concern adolescent female youths who received counsel--

ing on a short-term voluntary basis. Her program i-nvolved

clients of a child care agency in WinniPeg, where she was

noted. to have worked independently from the agency's other

units. She had. fulI worker authority and completed her

report on five adolescent girls, two with whom she worked

on an individuaL basis onJ-yn and the other three on a

famifv network basis. There were some similarities there-

fore in this practicum to CPNAY.

one point that related indirectly to Erikson was

the question of the universality of the adolescent or

"storm and stress" period. as it is commonly known. Lynn

Ferguson mad.e reference to other writers on this point.
',Although sebald feels that adol-escence is almost
a universal phenomena tod.ay, he does not believe
it is irùereñt in the l-ife cycle proc€ss .,'
(Ferguson, L9?8, P7. )



Another useful point that related to Erikson in-

directly was the reference by Ferguson to Minuchin et al's

developmental theory which portrayed the individuaL as

having to resolve a stage of development before he or she

could successfully go on to deal with the next stage

(Ferguson, 19?B,p 56 ). If there was a block in this move-

ment from phase to phase, maladjustment was described to

arise. This devel-opmental theory was similar to Erikson's

adolescent phases except that Erikson clearÌy defined the

identity diffusion being involved along with the

specification of the nature of the issues.

A research study by Sister Mary Ursula Joyce (I9?O)

was d.one with a large population of femal-es. In her

study she had drawn up an operationalization scheme for the

Eriksonian issues of interest to hersel-f through a

questionnaire survey instrument. Her survey was conducted

on a large population sample of young aduLt sisters - many

of whom had just become a nun.

Some l-imitations of Sister Joyce's study in

applying it to CPNAY were that, (1) the group examined were

not adolescents and consequently the issues of her interest

in the model were different (2) the studies on which she

based some of her positions were done on college level

populations and (3) her study was a large survey design

which cannot be equated to a practicum form of study in

s ome vfays.

Sister Joyce's methodolory and objective



of operationalization were relevant; in this regard her

popul-ation group coul-d have Some relevant points of com-

pari-son. For example, if sister Joyce was abl-e to show

that the issues examined were found to be present as

postulated by Erikson, then this had implications for what

issues were portrayed. in adolescent periods, ie. it woul-d

be worthwhile to take a look at adolescent members. The

clearly rel-evant value of Sister Joyce's work was her

attempt and emphasis on the need to operationalize the

conflict issr.e By using Joyce's form of operational-

ization approach this served as a way of examining the base

of Eriksonrs model- for adolescents.

Sister Joyce pointed out that Eriksonrs concept-

ualization for the adult phases were not clearly spelled

out by Erikson.
"Although Eriksonrs conceptualizations are of
particular interest to students of adult
devel-opment, his treatment of the last three
stages of psychosocial growth is cursory at
bes{, and prêcise definitions of his
constructs are markedly absent. " (Joyce rLg?o,PlB)'

In CPNAY it was found that while Erikson did go into some

detail on the description of most of the seven issues' that

he did not define specifically or clearly enough' all these

issues either and as a result the questions drawn up in

appendix B were difficult to formulate in some areas.

One study that Sister Joyce cited was that by

Linda Howard (1960)which was therefore examined. Howardus

stud.y assessed. only six confl-ict areas, but like Sister

Joyce'S, did emphasize operationalization of the issues'

I



The subjects in Howard's survey were 69 frigh school girls

l-3-J-7 years, who gave anonymous responses to a question-

naire.

Sister Joyce had. interpreted T,inda Howard's study

to confirm anxiety in al-I of the six confl-ict areas:

conflict i-n one area v/as concÌuded to be associated with

confl-ict in another area" The writer coul-d agree that

confl-ict in one area was associated with conflict in

another, but Howard's study requires some precaution in

her assertion that confl-ict was manifested in all areas.

In Howard's study one of the difficulties that was en-

countered in analyzing the resul-ts was the absence of the

questiorrnaire itself .

A second concern with Howard's study was that

there was no explanation for the omission of the confÌict

issue, role experimentation vs. negative identity. The

issue of role experi-mentation was one that was a key issue

and should not be omitted because this meant that the

middle of progression was omitted.

Howard's operational-ization objective was con-

sistent with the objective set in the practicurn and her

formul-ated questions were examined closely since she was

concerned with six of the conflict issues. Her interpret-

ations of Erikson's issues were compared to other inter-

pretatiorrs¡ besides Eriksonos own descriptions. For

example, in one part identity consci-ousness was

interpreted as meaning that

9



the girl was trying to resolve who she was and was doing so

through her friends.

"The biggest part of this section was concerned
with peer group relationships; it contained
three separate parts. A girÌ who was trying
to find out who she is and who she wants to be,
is apt to use a group of friends as a way of
gaining identity. " (Howard, 1960,Þ.7) .

For her di-scussion on the diffusion of ideals,

several reasons were listed as to why the questionnaire was

not helpful-. Diffusion of ideal-s was difficult to

operationalize and this was the case in CPNAY. Howard's

difficulty in defining ideals served as a forewarning to

some degree. It was anticipated that diffusion of ideals

rnight be difficult to operational-ize just as it turned out

to be for Linda Howard.

The following statement was an example of one pro-

jection in Howardrs study made on the adol-escent sophomores

in "the Bronx" and a small- town that was interesting.

"Feelings of isblation, ari-sing from a series of humil-

iating differences from others, are another part of this

conf.l-ict. The adolescent may feel- sure that no one has

unacceptable feelings as he does, that there is something

wrong with him. He is ashamed and may prefer to hold

himsel-f al-oof . " (Howard, L96o, p.20) . This statement re-

lated to identity consciousness, but involved one of the

other emphasi-zed confl-icts on self-acceptance l-isted in

appendix BTVIII question no.9.

b) Theoretical- bases relating to Erikson (i) in-
directly rel-ated material-.

10



There were a number of theoretical- presentations

that did relate to Erikson's adol-escent identity theory.

These writings helped define the seven i-ssues so that some

attempt could be made to transl-ate these definitions into
the general question guidelines drawn up in appendix B.

Henry W. Maier's (f969) interpretation of the

identity theory was one exampJ-e of material that defined

the issues. Because Maier's material- was an interpret-

ation of Erikson, it was an indirect source for the

definitions; his sunmary (Maier, 1969, pp 6Z-63) was used

as a point of reference in compiling a number of the

questions in appendix B.

Maier's summary of the issues provided a general-

theoretical framework to attempt operationalization or

transl-ation into general questions. Iliaier's interpret-

ation served a comparative purpose for other wri-tings on

the developmental model- in addition to Erikson's des-

criptions. Maier's interpretation was cl-ear and concise.

One limitation that Maier's interpretation did have

was that he did not clearly define the termi-nolory he used.

Some of this terminol-og¡ that was unclear included, "inte-
gration" r "a definite perspective" r "positive" versus

"negative" identity, and "continued experimentations are

resolved". Maier did not give the specific reference

sources on Erikson for the seven summary descriptions of

each conflict issue; some direct reference sources were

needed.

11



(ii) Erikson's identity concept: some direct sources

In his writing Erikson made some reference to his

bel-iefs about human nature through his presentation or

portrayal of his epigenetic social character of the human

individual in the course of his or her encounters with the

social- environment at each phase. David Rapaport, in his

introduction to Erikson stated, "Thus' it is not assumed

that societal norms are not grafted upon the genetically

asocj-al individual by'discipli-nes' and'socialization'

that the society into which the individual- is born makes

hirn j-ts member by influencing the manner in whieh he sol-ves

the tasks posed by each phase of his epigenetic develop-

ment".(Erikson, ]tgsg,p t5). To incorporate any theoristl

belief about the nature of man into the theory on adol-

escent development was a complex but necessary task.

Erikson did attempt to incl-ude his bel-iefs about human

nature although he was not completely cfear as to what his

exact position on nature was in refation to identity

diffusion.
Some direct instances that gave details on

Erikson's views of each issue were found in Tanner and

Inhelder's (eds.) Discussions on Child Development vols.III

and IV (L958, l-960). In this latter material Erikson was

confronted by other writers who woul-d have been eager to

obtain responses to questions that checked knowJ-edge and

obtained cfarification. This transeri-pt source of in-

formation was valuabl-e because some of the cLarifications

I2



could then be found in the information that was recorded.

The source of material- from Tanner and Ïnhelder was

val-uable in that the added material was made avail-abl-e for

the definition of the issues. For exampÌe, in reference to

the components of identity diffusi-on, Erikson stated, "I

woul-d say that every young person has these feelings at one

time or another, and they are implicit in many things young

people do. I in no way assume they must be pathoJ-ogica}.

I have already menti-oned a sense of time diffusion, namely'

a morbidly changed attitude toward the flow of time, toward

past and present."(Erikson, J'958, 1960, p15Ð.

In another response Erikson deseribed bisexual-

diffusi-on. "Then there is the sense of bisexual diffusion.

Such young people have states in which they do not feel

quite elearly as members of one sex or the other, whi-ch,

of course, very much makes them possible victims of the way

of life of homosexuals or of an ascetic, turning away from

sexual-ity, with dramatic breakthroughs of impulses."

(Erikson, 1958, p J-53),

In Discussions cn Child Development, Erikson defined

I3

his term potarization, and no definition for this term was

found elsewhere. "By polarizatj-on, I mean that the ideal

id.eological position should be sufficiently separated from

the undesirable position. Here it is important to under-

stand that identity development at this height pre-

supposes the repudiation of otherness, ât least for a

period. We must understand that a young person may need



something at one time which he can relinquish at another."

(Erikson, 1958, p l8k). Thi-s rejection by youths, there-

fore, may be only a temporary onê.

A final- point about Inhelder and Tanner's edition

was that Erikson was confronted about explaining how his

paradigm or complex model- worked r and some responses were

obtained. For example, Self-certainty, YZ would be a l-ater

development of the sense of autonomy (IIZ), It means that

now one is not only an autonomous personr one is al-so a

person with a particul-ar social identity. In this way each

iten of the chart is rel-ated hori-zontally and vertically to

an item that developed earlier and to an item that is

developing now." (Erikson, ir958,Lg6o,p 182) see Erikson's

model- in appendix E.

Eri-kson described the adolescent period as an

identity crisis period. On a few occasions he did. describe

the very young as having an identity crisis period. This

confirmed that Erikson did give an exception to the

assertion that the identity crisis occurred prirnarily in

the adol-escent ages' "The identity crisis, too¡ cârl come

too ear1y. Margaret Macfarland of the Arsenal Nursery

School in Pittsburgh, tol-d me of a four-year-ol-d Negro

girl who used to stand in front of a mirror and scrub her

skin with soâpo o o. The teacher at first coul-d see only a

white sheet, until- she l-ooked more closeJ-y and saw that the

littl-e girl had covered every inch of the sheet with white

paint." (Erikson, l-964, p 94).

r4



A helpfuì- concept that Erikson ineluded in his

identity theory was the totalistic tendency of the in-
dividual youth. "Correspondingly, it is the al-l- or nothing,

or what I have cal-l-ed the totalistic quality of adolescence

which permits maxy young peopfe to invest their loyalty in
simplistically overdefj-ned ideologies. " (Erikson, I975 '
p 204). This all--or-nothing tendency or quality can apply

to adults or young children as wel-l, but it was heJ-pful to

CPNAY to be aware of this quality. The "al-1-or-nothing"

concept ser:ved a practical purpose in understanding

behavior during the time the counseling service was in
operation. For example, there was lh" fear that was

encountered in the youths that they could not make a

commitment because such a commitment might have en-

compassed too much.

Identity and the Life Cycfe (1959) was one of

Erikson¡s more vaÌuable accounts for this practicum because

the material contained in this vol-ume concentrated upon the

identity concept model. Much of the material used to

understand what the model- repr.esented and to operationalize

the i-ssues, arose from the writing by Erikson.

In one detai-led description provided by Erikson of

peer group identityr â cotlcentrated amount of detail- was

evident. For example'

"In general it is primarily the inability
to settl-e on an occupational- identity
which disturbs young people. To keep
themsel-ves together they temporarily
overidentify to the point of apparent

r5



complete loss of identity' with the heros
of cliques and crowds. 0n the other hand
they become remarkably clannishr intol-erant
and crueL in their exclusion of others who
are I differerrt' , in skin col-or or cultural
background, ín tastes and giftsr and often
in entirely petty aspeets of dress and
gesture arbitrarily selected as the signs
of an i-n-grouper or out-grouper. It is
important to understand (which does not
mean condone or participate in) such in-
tol-erance as the necessary defense against
a sense of identity diffusion, which is

when the bodY
changes its proportions radically' when
genital maturity fl-oods body and imagination
with a1l manner of drives, when intimacy
with the other sex approaches and is¡ on
occasj-on, forced on the youngster, and when
l-ife l-ies before one with a variety of
conflicting possibilities and choices.
Adol-escents hel-p one another temporarily
through some di-scomfort by forming cliques
and by sterotyping themselves, their ideals'
and their enemies."(Erikson, 1959, P 9?).

During interviewing a major objective was to see if the

youths woul-d vol-unteer views related to the description of

youths that Erikson gave.

Related to the definition of polarization was the

definition that was needed for identity diffusion. A

definition was found. "In identity diffusion, however¡ a

split of self-images is suggested, a l-oss of centrality,
a sense of dispersions and confusion, and a fear of

dissolution. Confusion might have been a better choice;

yet a young individuaÌ may be in a state of mild identity
diffusion without feeling confused." (Erikson, 1959, P l'23),

Erikson's lengthy footnote srrrnrnary of adol-escent

negative behavior was examined and used as a source of

information for defining and describing what the identity

I6



issues were. This footnote summary was condensed and

gave a description of how delinquency behavior rel-ated to
Eriksoncs model. His footnote summary was taken into
consideration in the formul-ation of the questi-ons in
appendix B. (see Erikson, 1959, pp 162-163),

Erikson described adolescents as going through the

seven i-ssues as phasês. If they were bl-ocked in one of the

phases then patholog¡ would result and the specialized

helping professions and institutions would step in to
provide a heal-ing waiting period. For other youths who

went through the phases without any visible pathol-og¡,

they were able to benefit from the institutions that
served as waiting or moratori-um facilities, eg. School-.

(Erikson, f959, p l'22) . Maier i^el-ated to Eriksonrs

concept of moratorium and pointed out that it was similar
to Freud's sexual latency period which served as a psycho-

,s,c.rual- moratorium. (iviaier, 1969, p 61).

For the issue of role experimentation versus

negative identity, Erikson maintained that the youth

who cannot cope with the diffusion was faced with a
prospect of snobbishness" "But there is a ul-oweru lower'

snobbism too, which is based on the pride of having

achieved a semblance of nothingness. At any rate, many

a l-ate adolescent, if faced with continuing diffusion,
woul-d rather be nobody or somebody bad, or indeed, dead

and this totallyr and by free choice than be not-quite-
somebody". (Erikson, L959, p I32).
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In some of the descriptions that Erikson gave,

one that was controversi-al- invol-ved some areas of sexual

diffusion. In this case no probing of the areas was done

with the youths unless they had initiated a discussion in
this area that required attention. "ft is difficult to be

tolerant if deep down you are not quite sure that you are

a man (or woman); that you will ever grow together again

and be attractive, that you will- be able to master your

drives r that you realJ-y know who you are, that you know

what you want to be, that you know what you look like to
others, and that you will know how to make the right
decisions without, once and for al-l-, committing yourself
to the wrong friend, sexual partner, l-eader or career."
(Erikson, 1959, p 93), The conflict over whether one was

a man or woman, and that you will ever grow together again

and be attractive were the two suggestions found to be

clearJ-y debatabl-e.

There was some evidence that Erikson did question

values and by doing so one coul-d al-most interpret from

the questioning of values that the identity theory might

wefl be a cultural one rather than a universal description

of human natureo "In a cul-ture once pervaded with the val-ue

of a self-made man, a special danger ensues from the

idea of a synthetic personality; as if you are what you

can appear to be, or as if you are what you can buy."

(Erikson, 1959, p 94), It was good that Erikson

questioned some of the values he observed prevailing. Some
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clarification was needed, however, as to what degree his

definition of identity diffusion was cuftural-, if he

considered it as cul-tural- at al-l.

In conclusion it was found that the l-iterature on

Erikson gave a helpful- definition of identity diffusion.
The li-terature was interesting and provided material that

might be transl-ated into a means of determining whether or

not the identity issues prevailed or had prevailed.

(iii) Tdentity diffusion as a culturaÌ description?

There were exampJ-es of l-iterature found that

related indirectly to Erikson's concept with regard to the

question of identity diffusion being or not being a

cul-turaI definition. Ilathj-asson (1979) described the Inuit
cul-ture as one that had no "storm or stress" period in its
youth until- acculturation occurred.

One point of view that touched upon the issue of

the "storm and stress" imphed in Erikson's model- was

Ishwaran and Chan's "Socialization of Rural Adolescents"

(1979). In their articl-e these authors mentioned that

there was some questi-on about whether an adolescent sub-

cul-ture existed universafly.
"The research data reported by Elkin and
Vrlestley have thus cast serious doubt on
the uni-versal- inevitability of adol--
escence as a period of 'storm and stress'
resulting from patterns of soci-ali-zation
discontinuity. Anthropological research
by Mead (I93o, I95o) tras also carefulJ-y
documented the close association between
socj-al- organization and the form and
content of the adolescence phase of
s ociaÌization. IViead (I950) , marshall-ed
impressive anthropological data indicating
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how the known society has avoided the
'discontinuity of cultural con-
ditioning' as it is happening in the
North American society by rendering
the Samoan boys and girls responsible
for a diverse range of adult respon-
sibilities early in the socialization
process. " (Ishwaran and Chan rlg?9, P 99) ,

In their own study of Dutch adolescents, Ishwaran and Chan

gave what was another example suggesting that the 'storm

and stress' of adolescence was a cul-tural- occllrr€rlc€.

(Ishwaran and Chan, L9?9, p l-14).

A source of literature that had some cultural

implications but al-so related indirectly to Erikson's bi-

sexual diffusion, was that of Marl-ene i[ackie (I9?9),

Her articl-e emphasized the feminist issues i-n her des-

cription of female teenagers. From l{ackie's article it

couId. be seen that perhaps Erikson could have focused

more on the value judgements that occur in male versus

femal-e attitudes. "lüany studies (eg. Markle, 1974) report

that couples prefer boys as first-and-only chil-dren. If

they plan to have more than two chil-dren' they want the

majority to be boys rather than girls."(Mackie, I9?9, p140).

Other writers referred. to by Mackie gave several related

arguments, such aS more girls preferring to be males than

the reverse. (Mackie, I9?9, P J-40).

In l-ooking at Erikson a number of questions arose.

This kind of critical awareness was useful in showing that

the identity concept was complex and was to be examined

with precaution. Some of the questions that arose were:
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how did the theory relate to the very troubl-ed? Is the

order in the seven issues necessarily the actual pro-

gression? If characteristics are grafted what are the

possibitities? Is there not a similarity between struggle

for autonomy in a young child and the adult who becomes

upset because the supervisor will not al-Iow freedom to

make independent decisions? And so on.

2T

3 - Knowledee Base for the Native Adolescent Youth

Not too much can be added in this area of the lit-

erature because of the Scarcity of materi-a}; none was found

on adolescents where Eriksonian theory was involved.

Erikson himself did only some theoretical work on the

native culture, but this work had not made clear reference

about how the Sioux or Yurok applied in the identity model

of the youths. (Erikson, 1963, PP llf-Ì79). Two other

remarks on culture were made in his description on the

identity crises in the small negro child (Erikson, L96l+,

p 94) and peer group identity (Erikson , L959, p 92); both

these remarks were quoted earlier. Dtzmanz et aI. O97l+)

did their participant observation project on the concerns

that revolved around the high suicide rate of native adol-

escent students who were found to be vi-cti-ms of multi-

caretakers and separation traumas. Eventually the

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes took control of the situation and

decided to prevent the separation by keeping the youths in

the community. trtlhen the tribe seb up a medical holdì-ng

facility in which the tribe v\Iere the original caretakers,



the suicide rate dropped al-most to zero f or youths.

In the article by Lee Guemple, he described one

community of fnuit that believed in the nature of man in
one way that relatedto Erikson to some degree. "fnuit, bV

way of contrast, see a chifd as already whole, having a

personality fully formed at birth in latent form." (Guemple,

1979, p 39). The fnuit community described here bel-ieved

in supernatural forces with the power to affect the

personal-ity of the fetus. There was no visible period of

"storm or stress" for youths until changes occumed and

other cul-tures affected them.

One culture briefly described by L. Schiamberg

(1969) did resemble the features of the earlier generati-ons

of native cul-ture and this was due to the influence and

control- factors that were strong and existed in the

management of Youths' respect for adul-ts. There was a

certainty or clarity for the youths in knowing that their

l-ivel-ihood would look after itself .

"With increased industrialization in Eastern
countries such as India and China, adolescent-
parent probJ-ems begin to appear which bear a
marked resemblence to those of the West. For
example, in Chinar âs more job opportunities
have become avail-abl-e to adol-escents, the
traditional dependence of the young upon the
elders have begun to disappear and with it
has gone the centuries ol-d tradition of un-
qualified respect for one's el-ders and
ancestors (11) ". (Schiamberg, 1969, p 338) ,

Traditionally, for adol-escents there was no frustrations
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over having to make any

way things were seen and

choices nor al-ternatives to the

had operated for years.(Schiam-



berg, 1969, p 345) , The prevailing uncertainty on an

interpersonal l-evel- was what distinguished l-ater genera-

tions. The time of food shortage for some and the effort
required to get it did not promote the kind of turmoil

that youths grew to know in more recent generatiorrs.

Turkish cu,l-ture was another example given.

Any examination of Erikson's concept and its

application therefore, required an awareness of the cultur-

al issue in order to stress how the issues were not to be

generalized to alJ- youths in all- cuftures.

4. Knowl-edse Base for Methodol-osy of fntervention
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Approach

Before describing the various literature that

assisted in the j-ntervention methodoJ-ory, two writers'

work which were applied shoul-d be described. The work of

these two writers describes in part the aspect of method-

olog¡ of intervention.

Hil-de Bruch (1974) was one writer who described

a styJ-e of counseling that was found to be preferred. She

had stressed that the counsel-or needed to be more cautious

about psychoanalytic terminolory and how interviewing was

conducted (Bruch, I97+, 'pp 2l+Il-). Empathy and respect of

the values of each individual were to be stressed (Bruch,

I9?4, p 52), 0n one occasion the student counsel-or had to

give reassurance to one youth who askedr"Ohr $otl mean

you're not a counseÌor yet, but just learning?"

A second writer, Jerome Frank (I9?3) provided a



number of additional- insights into counseling. He looked

at the trends in psychotherapy that try to unravel- the

mysteries of assessing why therapy works. (Franks, I973,

p 2:--), He gave recognition to the power or influence of

the rational--emotional components of behavi-or ie. the

emotional versus the non-psychological factors in the

environment. ExampJ-es were described by Frank to show how

the perception of the environment in turn affected the

emotional responses of the individuals. Emotional-

problems were depicted as often being the result of false

perceptions of the environment.

In any counseling program there is a need to have

some conception of what mental- health means. Joseph

l4l. Eaton (f95I) attempted to define mental health by

incorpo,rating clinical insight, ideal- personality,

happiness, group inf.l-uence, and statistical measurement.

(J. Eaton, I95I, pp B4-BZ). Definitions for menta] heal-th

have been controversial- because of the difficuJ-ty that

exists in defining mental health in a universaf sêns€.
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Thomas J. Kiresuk and Geoffrey Garwick's goal-

attaj-nment conceptuaì- framework (f979) made it possible to

establ-ish some mechanism to ensure the needs of the youths

were met and that some way was present for the worker to

measure the level of progress for both the worker and the

youths. It was the scaling procedures (statistical- cal--

culations) that were not used and this omission coul-d be

done in this kind of study.
"In brief, Goal Attainment ScaÌing in-
volves four steps: a) coÌlection of
information about the person or organ-
ization for which goal-s will- be scaled,
b) specification of the major areas
where change woul-d be feasible and
helpful, c) development of specific
predíctions for serj-es of outcome
levels for each major area, and
d) scoring of the outcome as they have
been achieved by the time of a later
follow-up interview. (even this fourth
step is not essential to all uses of
Goal- Attainment Scaling. fn some
settings Goal- Attainment Scaling has
been used to plan therapy and help the
client set goaÌs, so that the fol-l-ow-
up i-nterview is not hel-d and scoring
:.s not carried out.)"(Kiresuk and
Garwick, L9?9' p413).

Goal-setting was accompJ-ished in that there was a

continued searchi-ng for and identification of problems and

conflict areas. Garfiel-d (1980) was another writer who

recommended goal-directed therapy. Refer to appendix D

for a simplified chart form that was drawn up.

Two writers that gave a detail-ed discussion on

evafuation and measurement aspects of methodol-og¡

(i) Methods of Intervention
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of intervention were Elizabeth Herzog (f959) and Tony

Tripodi et al- (1969) ,

(f i) Eval-uation of Intervention

Herzog's guidelines enabled the worker to recog-

nize the limitations and precauti-ons that needed to be

recognized when a praetitioner became overzealous and

forgot about matters of accountability and objectivity.

Her suggested nine criteria questions assessed psycho-

social change in individual-s, and were designed to en-

courage workers doing assessments to plan ahead" (Herzog,

1959, p2).

Another point Herzog made that supported the value

in doing this practicum was Herzog's warning against being

overly preoccupied with the objective science of numbers.

"An assumption has grown up that numbers are more true than

words, even though their apparent precision may be spurious,

and an associated assumption that information which is not

quantified cannot be science".(Herzog, 1959, pp46-47). 0n

the other hand Herzog presented arguments that emphasized

the errors that can occur for the other extreme of not being

accountabl-e and objective.

The writer did not agree with aÌl- of Herzog's

recommendations for "doos and don't's" but most of them

were val-uabl-e suggestions. Some that vrere consi-stent with

CPNAY were: undertaking a study only with the expectation

that adequate resources were avail-able and that the prograrn

was the most likely way to achi-eve the purposes, not
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counting only on records, not being pretentious, not

having to fol-l-ow neat, precise, super-objective social

science, ârid appreciating the value of coordinated effort

and the value of prerequisites. (Herzog, 1959, pp79-86).

Tripodi. et al,(f969) did their analysis on the

different types of studies. Their analysis was good in

that it provided an understanding of what the exploratory

study invol-ved. (Tripoai et â1, f969, pp45-52).

These authors described the exploratory approach

as including a great deal of information for a singJ-e case

or a smal-l- number of cases. (Tripodi et âf , 1969, P25),

This kind of approach contained a number of different pro-

cedures to col-l-ect data in order to understand the behavior

of a smal-l- number of individuals through an intensive exam-

ination of the behavioral responses. "Methods which are

enlployed include such procedures as interviewing,

participant observation and content analysis. Represent-

ative sampling procedures are typically not used."

(rripodi et â1, 1969, p4B-49).

Elizabeth Herzog gave a valuabl-e account of

evafuation aspects because she gave recognition fully to

the limitations and covered a number of issues that are

controversial-. Tri-podi et alos description was important

to eval-uation because it gave descriptions of how differant

types of progran assessments could be done in an accountabb

and objective way.

(iii) Participant Observation

Participant observation was the basic method
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of intervention used and the large col-l-ections of vmitings

in George J. McCal-l and J.T,. Simmons'(1969) volume pro-

vided most of the background support material needed.

0f the definitions that were presented in the

articles, the one that was selected as most applicable for
participant observation was Schwartz and Schwartz's. "For

our purposes we define participant observatj-on as a process

in which the observer's presence in a social- situation is
maintained for the purpose of scientific investigati-on.

The observer is in a face-to-face relationship with the

observed, and' bV participating with them in their natural-

life setting, he gathers date." (l,,iorris S. Schwartz and

Charlotte G. Schwartz, 1969, p91).

Simmons and tvlcCal-l added that there was a blend of

techniques which invol-ved the reporter in interaction with
the population group directly involved. In addition there

was some direct observation of relevant events, some formal-

and much informal- interviewing, some systemati-c counting,

and some col-lection of documentation with open-endedness
(iuccatl- and Simmons, L969, p1).

Ra¡rmond L. Gold described the specific types of part-

icipant observati-on situations that occurred in the various
kinds of studies using ihis approach, His types given did

not give one that was completely specific to CPNAY, but the
one that resembl-ed most closeÌy was participant-as-observer.

"Although basically simil-ar to the complete
observer rol-e, the participant-as-observer
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rol-e differs significantly in that both
field worker and i-nformant are aware that
theirs is a field rel-ationship. This
mutual awareness tends to minimize
probJ-ems of role pretending; yet, the rol-e
carried with it numerous opportunities for
compartmentalizing mistakes and dil-emmas
which typically be-devil- the complete
partícipant". (çota, 1969, p35).

The other three types i-ncluded complete participant,
observer-as-participant (one interview) and the complete

observer.
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Three teenagers were first seen at Youth Psy-

chiatric Services on arl outpatient basis. As communi-ty

resources were explored by February, l-981, it was found

there was an urgent need for one-to-one counseling services

with another group of youths at the Winnipeg India¡r and

Metis Friendship Centre, consequently an arrangement was

made to continue with youths there sirnil-ar to the arrange-

ment that had been made at the Hea]th Sciences Centre. In
each setting the student participated in orientations that

existed eg. staff meetings, grand and adol-escent rounds,

workshops, etc. o

2. fdentification Coding

For purposes of confídentiality and anonymity an

identification coding procedure was used. This coded name

system was drawn up so that the youths could be identi-
fiabl-e only to the counselor and immediate supervisors.

3, Cl-ients

Tn sel-ecting the youtlsfor this practicum, there.

was no restrictive criteria with the exception of ages,

maximum numbers and acceptance of the one-to-one approach.

There was no deliberate selection in client population

other than the restrictive criteria mentioned earlier
(tucCatt and Simmons, 1969, p 64).

Three native youths were seen in the hospital
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1.. Setting

CHAPIER III
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s etting.
Out of the Friendship Centre seven native youths

were offered counseling; in one situation the sibling of
one youth was given some attention after a request was made

by her in June, 19Bl-, for sessions. This latter youth was

kept on pending because of the indecision that was

occurring, until she finally decided to withdraw.

The youths ranged from 1l to 1/ years of age, âl-

though anyone up to lt years woul-d have been accepted.

There was onÌy one mal-e (l-4 years), while the females

were: one lJ years, one 14 years, three - 15 years,

and four J-6 years. The youths were exposed primariJ-y

to an urban area (Winnipeg), except for three who had been
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raised primarily
areas.

4. Durati-on

The sessions in the Heal-th Sciences Centre included

a period from December, 1980 until May 30, 1981, while

those for the Friendship Centre were from March, 19Bl- until-

September J0, l-981. fn the event there were one or more

members who requested continued contact from the writer
beyond September, 1981, this was offered by an appropriate

counsel-or on staff at the agency. By September 30, LgBI

al-l- but two youths were able to terminate without re-
questi-ng for continued contact by the counselor. One of

these two members was doing very wel-l- and soon was ready

for termination. The other youth who had returned to

in the rural northern



resume contact after an earlier premature termination,

made by the youth, coul-d be referred to the agency if
necessary.

5. Personnel

Both direetors of each setting were involved in a

representative agency capaeity as supervi-sors to the

writer. They assisted j-n screening clients and offered

facifitation, consul-tation, and definition of policy when

required. Supervision was provided by the primary advisor

and another member of the advisory committee ' who was on

the Social inlork faculty of the University of l[anitoba.

Both directors of each setting were also on the advisory

committee, as third and fourth members.

6. Procedures

This section was divided into four sections.

Part IV on Eval-uation of Procedures assess these pro-

cedures.

a) Approach with the clients

The necessary precautions on ethics were taken.

lrlriters j-n the field generall-y.have taken a hard-line stand

and some of the writers were Earl Babbie Q973, ch.19)'

H. Bruch Q9?4u p l5), H.S. Becker (L969, pp 263-2?2), and

Jerome Frank (L973, pp I7+-I75).
The purposes and procedures $rere explained as

cl-early and carefuÌly as possible to establ-ish expectations

of responsibilities between the cl-ient and the counsefor.

The counselor was cautious about not overstressing the
voluntary aspect at the beginning in order to give eaeh
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youth an opportunity to try the program first. Cl-ients

who may have expressed some anger v\¡ere encouraged with

extra support, especi-alIy when it was another person or

agency originally making the referraf.

The task of having to deal with resistance arose'

particularly at the start. The youths were advised that

their voluntary involvement, eB. regular attendance' was

necessary in order to benefit. Explaining the voluntary

aspect did help obtain commitment. To some degree

Marshal-l's description of "Spotnitzrs commands" was

similar in that resistances were ordered to obtain the

voÌuntary response. (Marshall,' I972, pÌ45). As expected

when this "consultation" was applied, it was done sor i-n

the manner of kindly asking for the youth's sincere effort

and cooperation. They were told they would be approached

about actions which directJ-y affected them.

Expectations were emphasized and defined in more

than one wâ¡r. One application referred to the procedures

and rol-e definition of the counsel-or that were given in

the introductory and later stages, bY which ,time these

points may have been forgotten. This role definition was

one that emphasi-zed that a counsel-or was not to be seen as

an aIly with anyone. It was explained that the youth

coul-d stil-l ask for or might hear the counsel-or give a

view on a matter that likely woul-d resembfe that of

others. Expectations referred, secondly, to the beliefs

and philosophies of counsel-ing that involved matters of
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concern to the youths and parents. An example of a bel-íef

might be the importance placed upon privacy.

b) Confidentiality and anonymity

1. The cl-ients were advised that confidentiality

would be maintained. If the youth revealed a matter that

was deemed to be of serious harm to himself or hersel-f,

anð,/or others, the matter was to be reveal-ed appropriately.
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2. Consultation has al-ready been mentioned ie. the

youth was consulted on any action taken that invol-ved a

request for intervention by each.

3. Awareness of vol-untary withdrawl- has been

mentioned.

4, A verbal consent was obtained for tape recording

whereas a written consent was to be obtained for audio-

visual recording.

5. Each youth was advised of the assessment report

on the overall counseling program to be done for the School-

of Social !üork. Anonymity was assured. Recordings and

tapes would be destroyed by the end of the program.

6. As a precautionary measure, when female youths

were interviewed ín a non-public setting, a third party

presence was arranged'

c) Contact- and referraL procedures

For referrals the worker explained the main purposes

and program to the directors and other staff and potential

referring agencies when needed.

Contact proced.ure was treated. and respected. as one



of the most difficul-t areas. The individual-istic style of

interviewing coul-d not be overstressed to the youths and

parents at the outset. The place or setting of the session

was taken into serious consi-deration; the youths were not

pressured to meet in the office if they indicated a pre-

ference for elsewhere. Some preferred the school-' the honq

the nursing buildi-ng, and some changed their preference

over time. The writer tried to encourage contact and

interviews at some minimaf 1evel in spite of resistences.

Weekly contacts by telephone was a goaÌ set and

implemented when possible. When there was no response'

attempts were repeated periodicalì-y. At the start of each

contact an attempt was made to teJ-ephone the youth the day

before, and with some members, two or three hours before

the appointment time. The objectives were to achieve a

sense of active involvement, to keep informed of the changes

routine r or unusual events, and to be available. inihen a

telephone cal-l- was made, particularly when calling to set

up a sessiono this was done only when the worker was avail--

abl-e for the rest of the day t9 accommodate immediate needs

and those members who were best seen at the immediate

moment. Frequency of telephone contacts was gagèd with the

prevailing levels of need, degree of functioning and re-

quests of the youth. In circumstances where home or office

sessions were missed frequentfy, telephone calls were

maintained as a minimal form of contact.

At the start of each contract each youth was advised
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that the first sessions were to be weekly for about the

first three sessions; after this, appointments could be

set l-ess frequently depending on the needs and requests.

When an appointment was missed and there was a problem in

this area, disappointments were expressed. to capitalize on

any helpful effect. When there was much stress, the issue

sometimes had to be postponed.

The youths were encouraged to take advantage of the

counsel-i-ng avaiJ-ability. Hovrever, to compensate for the

possible fear of "owing something" or making a commitment

which they were not ¡ret ready to make r they were encouraged

to see the situation as an ideal- opportunity to use a

service being offered.

For processing referrals j-n each setting' it was

vital to understand the intake process ê8. types of

referrals received, aganci-es i-nvolvedr êtc.. Each youth

referred was seen if he or she were within the three

specified criteria of intake.

d) rnterview procedures

There were some specific precautions that were kept

i-n mind when interviews were conducted.

Precautions were taken to watch for sensitive issue

areas. The brief articl-e on therapy with youths by Vlerkman

(I9?4) was i-nteresting. After reading Werkman's article

the student took some added precautions about labeling

(client, patient) in both settings. "They want to be seen

as seekers and l-earners, not as patients in need of
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treatment. The concept of 'patienthood' with its monetary

and repressive implications, is abhorrent to many of them."

(l¡Ierkman , 1974, p3IÐ) .

The student tried to watch for the damaging errors

in intervi-ewing, one of whi-ch was the use of cliches or

expressions that might be upsetting' if interpreted wrongly.

H. Bruch warned against expressions that assumed one inter-
pretation and style of therapy that created fal-se

impressions ê8. that the counsefor had the answers. (Bruch,

fg?4, pB6). Some clients expect the counsel-or to have the

âÐSWefS.
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An area that related to the effect that the coun-

sel-or can have ' was the need to rnaintai-n control over the

emotional reactions that can result in the counsel-or. The

sel-f-control- was largely dependent upon the efforts of

the counsefor.

During sessions the counselor needed to give the

youths every opportunity to speak' It was only too easy to

submit to the urge to cut off or take the discussion away

from the youth when a subject of high interest arose n "He

must be able to suspend his presumed knowledge so that he

can permit a patient to express what he feel-s and ex-

periences, without having the urge immediately to expl-ain

or label what has been said." (nruch, L974, PB9).

InitiaÌ Interview. As part of the i-nformation-

gathering in the initiaL interviews counseling contact and

source of referral were deterrnined. "A common omission



of beginners is the fail-ure to clarify the conditions

under which a patient lives and the circumstances that

have l-ed him to psychotherapy. I find it useful- to explore

in some detail what preceded his comi-ng for a consultation;

who suggested psychotherapy to him; what treatment he had

been exposed to in the past and what it meant to him."

(Bruch, 1974, p5). In the initial- interviews the purposes,

methods and approaches were presented.

Second and subsequent interviews. Home and back-
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ground information were obtained as one means of giving

the youths an opportunity to express their views on issues

that may have linked into Erikson's model-, A perspective

on the deveÌopmental- history gave background information of

what may have been prevailing problems for some members.

This kind of information-gathering gave an understanding of

the youths' sensitive reactions to stimul-i and whatever

opportunities there were to rel-ate to the identity conflict
issues. If a conffict area surfaced it was explored

further,
The order and degree of. anticipated sensitivity of

the confl-ict issues were taken into account. If none of

the identity issues were clearly identified over time, the

youth's receptivity to probing of an i-ssue was explored.

Issues were drawn up in an order slightly different from

Erikson's sequence' but in accordance with issues that

vrere predicted to be from least sensitive to most sensitive.

It was concfuded that it would be easier for a youth to



tal-k about achievement and work paralysis than self-

certainty and sel-f-consciousness, for example. f t was al-so

assumed that youths would find it easier to respond to

exploration in the 2:rea of authority diffusion than bi-

sexual diffusion. Each issue was to be introduced one at

a time since there was too much to cover in a single

session.
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The orderi-ng, therefore '

f oJ-lowing:.
l-. time perspective vs. time diffusion'............. 1

2, anticipation of achievement vs. work paralysis... 4
3. rol-e experimentations vs. negative identity....... J-t+. sel-f-ceitainty vs. apathy (sel-f-eor,sci-ousness).. ' 2

5, láa¿ership poiarization is, authority d.iffusiorl.. $x-6, sexual- idèntity vs. bj-sexual- diffusiorlo.......... 5ï1

7 . ideological polarizati-on vs. diffusion of ideal-s ' 7*
+r late adolescent phases.

Due to time l_imitations the objective was to cover

at least the first four issues, since youths at teenage

period.s were preoccupied with the earlier confl-icts first'

according to Erikson.

Pending matters from previous sessions were checked

in each subsequent session to achieve a sense of continuity

on what may have been unresolved matters. Reviews with the

youths provid.ed a:r awareness of ongoing areas of concern.

l/llith regard. to questioning or expJ-oringr Qu€stions

were directed. when the context seemed most suitabl-e. If

the youths coul-d. not see the purpose in terms of their own

benefit, the risk existed that resistance or upset could

occur. (Carurell and. Kahn, 1953' pp34¿l-345).

Ansel-m ancl Strauss (f969, P71) warned against

that resulted was the

Erikson's order



dependence upon preset questions. In the counseling ses-

sj-ons the reading of preset questions was not used.

Because of the slightly different context that existed for
the termi-natíon questionnaire interview, reference to the

preset questions was not a problem as J-ong as questions

were asked in accordance with each individual.
blith regard to the issue of cul-tural identity no

questioning in this area was initiated until- wel-l- into the

prograrn. This procedure was taken in ord.er not to affect
in any way how the cul-tural issue may have related to the

Eriksonian adolescent i-ssues. As in the case of each

adol-escent confl-ict issuer given by Erikson' the objective

was to give each youth the opportunity to initiate their
interests in any specific confl-ict issue and this incl-uded

the cultural issue. The cultural issue rvas considered a

sensitive issue as was other issues such as bisexual-

diffusion. There was also risk in initiating specific

issue areas because this might have resul-ted in biased

responses from the youths and/or the counsel-or.

fssues that were included in the terminati-on assess-

ment interview were ¡ Erikson's identity confl-icts, the

youths views on the helpfulness or l-ack of helpfufness on

the overall approach and methodolory, cul-tural identity and

dyadic polar confl-icts invol-ving comparisons of onesel-f with

others.

e) Recording proeedures

Significant events involving telephone contacts were
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noted and summaries of interview :rssions were kept. For

purposes of supervision a summary of individual- brief

histories were compiled for the supervisors, A final-

series of coded brief histories was then drawn up and

added as appendix A.

Because of the type of practicum that was involved,

only some formal- recording of the procedures was done.

From past experience obtained, the student was abl-e to

proceed quickJ-y without having to draw up some formal-

proced.ure methodology. The recording of procedures that

was done revolved primarily around the main task of in-

corporating an operationalization methodolog¡ of Erikson's

concepts.

7, Su.'nnary hi-storj-es of youths counseled

0n1y those youths serviced through an agreement by

both parti..-^s for counseling were incl-uded in those

histories given in appendix A. Those histories were com-

piled in brief form where much specific detail could not be

included.
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EVALUATION

l. Onsoi-ns Drosress of cl-ients

This section was added to stress importance of

assessing progress during the process of counseling. The

efforts that were made to check with each youth period-

ically about their feelings and views on their progress

served as means of assessing progress and how progress was

being perceived.

The option of voluntary withdrawl- from services did

serve as an indicator of perception of progress, but not

always, and this was kept in mind. Early termination often

demonstrated problems i-n progress ' but it was the ongoing

assessment of individual various aspects over time that

was a more helpful way of assessing progress status.

Assessing or eval-uating progress is an extremely

difficult task in itsel-f because of the variati-ons in
definitions that could resul-t. For the youths in this
program the presence of the option to withdraw and periodic

questioning of the youths servéd as a means of guidance and

some assurance that their progress was not forgotten. It
was found that the youths did not express concern over

their satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the program'

Consequently the i-ssue was not prolonged.

Near the completion stages of the program an over-

al-l- assessment was done for all youths; in the next section
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this overall assessment incorporates the progress

of each youth.

2, a) Past intervention assessment criteria
The factors that were considered in order

the value of the program and the progress of the

were the characteristics of the population group,

procedures, condi-tions of the agreements, setting
purposes

Characteristics of this cl-ient srouÌ)
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In spite of the characteristics of the cl-ient group

the youths continued to attend and maintain some form of

contact. The clients in the total group were either shy,

less verbal, resistant to formal-ities, and required

reaching out to a great deal by the worker. The famil-ies

v/ere not middl-e class a¡rd were not expected to show the

aspirations of the middle cl-asses. The resul-ts, how-

ever, did show a potential- for competitiveness and

receptivity for the "talki-ng" or counseling service.
Sessions were attended and commitments were kept to a

significant degree. The eventual responses turned out much

better than would be predicted from general impressions

portrayed (by various writers for the l-ower classes). The

final- resul-ts of al-l- youths counseled were also much more

positive than was predicted from the initial stages of the

program.

The'generally expressed views on youths were con-

sidered ih canjunction with CPNAY.

status

to assess

clients
general

and



Teenagers were usually portrayed as

impatient, and rel-uctant to tal-k to

in various areas. The interest that

longer lasting contracts involved an

range of interest and issues.

General- procedures

The general procedures coul-d have resul-ted in

early terminations since they shoul-d have pì-aced too much

strain on the youths, thereby discouraging the continuation

of counseling, if youths existed as portrayed. In most

instances the youths responded positively. Contact and

interview procedures would have placed much pressure.

Conditions of the asreement
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resistent, rebel-l-ious,

adults about matters

did surface in the

unexpected wide

The voluntary condition of the contracts presented

a large challenge. This condition was clearly brought to

the attention of each client youth. It was primarily

those cl-ients under some pressure by others to attend who

termi-nated earì-y and responded with resistance. In each

case, paradoxically, where the voluntary nature was

realized, it became easier for. openness and cooperation

to occuf.

Another condition that was rel-ated to the vol-

untary el-ement was the rel-atively minimal power and minimal

authority that was vested through the counselor. When the

counsefor did offer to intervene many times the youth

asked the counsel-or not to act eg. with other teenagers



fighting, conflict at school- or home, etc.. It

was not disappointing for the cl-ients to know that the

counsefor coul-d not do much.

In incidents of serious conflict the counselor was

usually not cafled, but informed some days after the event.

The youths knew they had the option of having the immediate

involvement of the counsefor. Frustrations over the

counselor's lack of formal authority did not surface except

through the parent descri-bed in the next paragraph.

One parent was abl-e to define a sense of val-ue in

the support and advice rol-e of the counsefor. Initially

this parent had complained the worker's immediate value

effect had worn off because of the minimal- authority and

approach. Later, the parent expressed appreciation for

the help that eventual-Ìy was rendered in getting the youth

and parent through the difficult ti-mes by giving support

and advice. The advice and encouragement to the parent

had been to be patient and not to panic.

The settings

The settings and the nature of this prograln was

somewhat new and this was part of the challenge. Ïn both

settings - in the hospital and Friendship Centre the

youths coul-d have experienced initial- apprehensions. In

the hospital settings al-l- the circumstances were strange

whil-e in the Friendship Centre there was an increased risk

of detection by others known to the youth. The adjustments

made for the setting factor by the counsel-or helped
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compensate for the apprehensions.

The objective of operationalj-zation and assessment

presented a large challenge in this practicum. It was not

known how the youths woul-d eventualÌy respond as this
aspect of the prograrn was appJ-ied. The outcome was that
there were no cl-ear instances observed of youths rejecting
or resisting the program because of operational-ization

efforts or the assessment methodolory. There was no

evidence noted that these l-atter objectives created any

serious problems for the overall program.

Recordings and Comparison Analvses

Purposes or objectives of the practicum
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Progress of clients An important part of the assess

ment of the overal-l intervention was the assessment of the

progress of the clients. The progress of the youths was

measured through the examination of recordings and various

comparisons that could be made on the functioning l-evel-s

of the youths.

One recording or notation that showed that progress

had occurred was seen in the views expressed by one youth.

This latter youth least expectedì-y stated that the

counsefor was needed, but that frequency of sessions should

be on a weekly basis" The youth was not expected to

express such a view because she was one who had had past

heavy family and neighborhood difficulties, showed anger,

was outspoken and had high expectations of helping

services, It was feared that this l-atter youth woul-d



quickly inform the counselor that she did not need or want

the sessions; instead her counseling agreement turned out

to be a lengthy period and terminated on a positive l-evel.

l,{hile the youth was expressing a need for increased con-

tact sessionsr it was determined that she vJas expressing

a need for increased weekly sessions during times of

crises or where risk was high.

Another youth who had a lengthy contact period did

very well by the time termination did occur. TeÌephone

remi-nders became unnecessârlr sessions were attended on

time and often ran overtime upon the desire of the youth,

and she initiated some complex issue areas. At the time

of the referral- phase, the outlook had been bl-eak.

ComparÍ-sons in the functioning level-s of various

cl-ient youths gave a good indication of level- of progress.

Some exampl-es of recorded i-nformation could be found in

appendix A and C. Comparisons were made on the functioning

level- of the initial- phases with the terminal- phases.

A comparison that helped measure progress was the

noting of improvement in specific problems that existed

earlier. ltlhen the counselor had started with each teenager

there was really a crisis situation portrayed by the

parents and community. Sometimes it was perceived that

there was not anything anyone could do short of expel-ling

the individual- from the area of disturbance. During the

contract period that l-asted over two months, there were

only two youths who clearly expressed continued disturbance
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for a major part of the time. In one of these contracts

there was considerable concern over the l-ack of voluntary

commitment due to possibl-e perception of al-l-iance by the

parent with the counselor.

A formation of a positive rel-ationship was an in-

dicator for both progress in the youth and'/or tlne

receptivity of the program intervention. This kind of

development was a sign of progress because with most of the

youths there was some deterioration in their attitude

toward authority persons.

There was evidence of a positive rel-ationship in

four of the youths. Negative reactions or reiection of the

counselor was not likely to be determined clearÌy because

these reactions were more like1y to surface in those

members who terminated early.

A positive relationship was observed. with one youth

who had informed another chil-d care setting worker that the

counsel-or was providing the kind of sessions and help

desired. The chil-d care informant source had no direct

contact arranged in the counseling program and the youth

had. had no reason to bel-ieve, ât the time of stating her

view to the chiÌd care worker, that both counsefors woul-d

be in future contact with each other. This same youth

was expressing this positive refati-onship through statements

and questions that arose during the interview sessi-ons.

This youth showed much deep-seated anger but still- attended

sessi-ons and was motivated to do so.
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Some youths progressed well-r so that when termin-

ation time came both the counsel-or and youth coul-d mutually

agree that the youth was doing better or weIl. These were

S1rT1 ,ArE3, and T,.

EarÌy Terminations Other youths who terminated

earl-y stated that they did not want anyone invol-ved in pro-

viding counseling and so did not want to continue. These

members v,,ere M,0,G2, and B. The student was disappointed

with the outcome of these youths because there had been

l-ess evidence of progress or change. Mr who had been in

the program the longest in this group, had. shown most pro-

gress in spite of the heavy pressures working against her.

ft was preferred that M could have remained in sessions

longer, but efforts failed to get I[ to r€sutTt€. Youth K had

terminated early due to the move out of Winnipeg' There was

evidence that youth K was resisting sessions at termination.

There was heavier contact during the periods for 0

and Gr, but termination rvas considered to have occurred too

early, GZ did return for counseling with continued func-

tioning difficulties. The final l-evel- of functioning of G,

coul-d not be presented here since GZ'" return for sessions

occurred near the termination of the progratn. There

remained continued concern for 0 and B.

The environmental factor Because of the negati-ve

nature that existed in the environment situations' the pro-

nosis was not optirnistic for how each contract woul-d turn

out.
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Youths 51, TI, A, GZ, 83, L and B, lived in
neighborhoods that exerted various pressures. The neigh-

borhoods had contained other youths and young adults who

displayed numerous probJ-ems, usually inflicting their
problems upon those counseled in CPNAY. These problems

were fighting, negative peer behavior, robbery, drinking,
runni-ng the streets aÌl night or lack of involvement in
structured work and recreational_ activity. This past

summer the incidents of problem involvement for the

clients did drop. There were approximate]-y three separate

incidents.
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There viere various kinds of resul_ts that were help-
ful in assessing intervention.

Length and degree of contacts From the description
of contact invol-vement in appendix A, the more intensive
contact periods were K=4 months; M=2åmonths; E3=5 months,

Sr=5åmonths , A=5 months, G2=5-6 monthsr ârìd. L=6 months.

From the perspectives of each of the youths these were

l-engthy periods,

Regardless of the degree of counseling tasks that
existed. for all- the youths when counseling began, it was

found that the length and degree of contact that resulted
varied with each youth, regardless of the difficul-ties that
were existent for each member. Youths perceived with
greater difficul-ty were not necessarily the ones who had a

Other content results used to assess intervention



short and/or least invol-ved contact period. Each contract

varied. The difference or variation in degree of response

occurred. not only between the teenagers of different

neighborhoods, but afso between sibllngs serviced. The

initial- fear was that the youths with severe problems

woul-d not remain in sessions at all.

At the outset it was feared that two to six months

contact was too short a period of time, and this was a

misconception. In spite of the threats to termination

that existed, the contracts continued with only two ending

their sessions within two months. This demonstrated the

need that existed for the Program.

From the total group' except for M and B' it was

seen that some of the pressures that existed originally

for each, subsided or were under control. When new pre-

ssures did arise the parents and youths did not panic as

much. Various degrees of problems were still- visible with

K, T1, GZ, and B. Other members such as L' 51' and Er'

made unusual Progress.

Some evidence of client participation Another form
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of content resul-ts consisted of the viev¡s and questions

that d.id arise showing how cfient invol-vement was in-

creasing. Some had progressed far enough that each were

abl-e to deterrnine when each were comfortabl-e about term-

inating, €8. 51' T1, A and 0.

With the invol-vement that had occurred, it became

easier for the members to talk about more difficult



areas. f,, Br 83, A, T1r 51, M and K, presented evidence

of their interest in various issues. E3 did not express

openly as did the others, but did state some conflicts.

Some topics that arose and may have been refated to

the identity concept of Erikson were¡ I want to show my

parents that I can make it on my own; why does my sister

or brother have to have things their own way when I have

to be a good person and live with the rul-es around home;

I'm not beating up those kinds who are after me anlrmore;

yeah, f did that, I just never got caught; why do I feel

weird everytime a policeman is around; yes, I would l-ike

summer camp if you arranged it, as long as I'm not working;

why am I the onJ-y one being blamed and punished for the

break in; I thought you had all- the answersr etc..

Some of the questions or vi-ews that related to

other issues were: counselors and teachers do not care;

why does a member of a cultural- group sometj-mes turn

against their own members; why do adults prv so much; why

is it that some people are not open about their feeli-ngs

except when they are drinking;. rvhy do I get blamed for

everything that goes wrong; it's easy for you to say don't

fight back because that's violence if I don't fight back

I don't survive; if I hurt someone badly - no, it won't

make me feel- bad I'm good to those who are fair to me;

do you have any children - are you married, etc..

Some of the preceding lists of topics and
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questions arose in simifar form from two or more youths'

These issues had surfaced in the l-atter stages of each

contract aS did the awareness of other very sensitive in-

formation not described here. With some of the teenagers

it was found that they were functioning wel-I in spite of

the circumstances under which they had to manage.

b) Educational Benefits to the Student

There \üere two areas that offered educational

benefits to any student who undertook a practicum of this

nat.r¡.-rte. one benefit was in the further development of

counsel-ing skills, and secondly, the benefits that resufted

from implementing this kind. of program of objectives.

skills were developed. further through the assistance

in supei-vis:-on. These skil-l-s were: (1) Practical knowledge

€8. finding new ways to make use of untapped resources '

(Z) Interview skills eleminating hindering interview

tendencies, such as cutting off an issue before it is

properly explored (note Bruch , I9?4, p 89)' 3) Empathy

caution about formalities in interview style and setting

eg. seeing the youths in their own homes

(4) Supervision. (5) Self-development

There were instances where skil-1s \ryere developed

which can be presented only by self-report. For examPle,

it was necessary to refine the counsefor's distinguishing

between sensitive and less sensi-tive matters (knowl-edge)'

Another example woul-d be the continued development of
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self-conLroL. The st,udent caught himsel-f at times

absorbing too much of the discussion time, when the youth

woul-d begln a discussion or ask a question on some matter

of real- interest, to the youth and counselor (interviewing)
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3. Bvaiuai,ion of procedures

a) Approach

The yout,hs were encouraged tro express their views

as freely as possible. To some degree this approach did

encourage the youths to participat.e more in t,he sessions

and t,o try t.o deaf with matt,ers wit-h which they might not

have been able to share with anyone.

The procedure of establishing the atmosphere and

circumstances for the voluntary condition seemed to help

accomptish trust and involvement. The emphasis of the

voluntary condition was hetpful because some complaints

about others and different matters did surface'

The most difficult objective was to see that the

client youths could find value in maintaining the contract

commitments. Whenever the crises ended or subsided,

threats to termination usually increased. The support

that was available in the nature of the active agreement

was onJ-y partly the reason that terminations did not occur



Sooner. I¡lhen there v¡as no crisis there \{aS evidence for

the added inherent benefit of discussing other issues,

because the youths did want to discuss other j-ssues.

b)Confidentialitv and anonYmity

The confidentiality procedure compensated for the

d.isad.vantages that arose from the inter-lirùage nature of

the cl-ient population. It Ìvas feared that because some

members tvere part of a network knoi'¡n to each other that

manipul-ation might occur. There vras soIne manipul-ation but

no serious harm was noted. This manipulation or effects of

the contract was evj-dent in the tapping of resources in

which the members did not hesitate to inform each other of

of the resources. This informing of resources went on

because there were no sensitive issues that t^¡oul-d. have been

perceived by the youths as potentially disrupting to them-

sefves, 
,

The informing between members did have some dis-

rupting effects for the youths involved in the area of

summer camp resources' The stud.ent reafized that problems

might occur due to the informing that resulted, but it v''as

too late to build in protectiv'è mechanisms. As it turned

out, alt the youths concerned wanted to attend the salne

camp in the same period and place. Al-ternative arrange-

ments had to be made because Some members did not want to

attend. the sane camp with some other member. The predicament

that resulted. was that there were no al-ternative arrange-

ments availabl-e because none of the members who coul-d help

resol-ve the situation vrere v"il-ling to change their
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preferencês. The combination of ages and alliances between

members simply cfashed. By the time camp periods arrived

the commitments broke down with hal-f the members; the

remaining haì-f could not attend eventually either because

of emplo¡rment commitments that arose.

Other than resources, therefore, confidentiality
procedures prevented aÌJ-ying or manipulati-on in a natural-

manner.

In two different situations each youth indirectly

questioned the worker on consultation concerns. In one

matter the complaint was that the worker had gone and

confronted some other youths about their previously

fighting with the cl-ient. In the other matter the client
youth asked whether the worker had been talking to the

paruàt= about her crisis states. fn both of these cases

the worker had not violated procedure and so coul-d respond

in giving the necessary reassurances.

c) Contact and. referraf

None of the youths complained about the frequency

of tel-ephone contact, Besides the establishment of routine

the regular contact enabl-ed the cl-ient and eounsel-or to

get to know each other. The telephone contact was not

expected to attain the l-evel- of significance it did. The

underestimation of the power of the telephone was an over-

sight, but fortunately it was emphasized. Bruch v¡arned

against the neglect of the telephone influence. (Bruch,

1974, pf4).
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By establ-ishing clear referral procedures it was

easier to repond, especially when there v/as pressure from

the referring worker or agent. Sometimes the referal was

inappropriate or there 1{ere too many youths already in the

program.

From the nature of the program it v'las possibl-e to

meet paradoxical- needs of the cl-ients. For example, the

members rvanted to be recognized for the problems and

pressures they had. to und.ergo, but on the other hand they

did. not v¡ant to be consid.ered as a "problem" ind.ividual-

in society because of the negative definition. From the

definition of the client population, cl-arified usually in

the initial- coniact and referral- stages, the youths knew

'"'rhy they were being considered.

The telephone contacts helped accomplish routine,

a-*..ail-ability, â rTlechanism for for meeting neecls, monitoring

i;rogreSs, etc. . Acceptance of the program lvas achieved

bhrough the contact results. The fl-exible contact pro-

cedures enabled members to See that they were not being

trapped. into v¿hat could have been perceived as a huge

comrnitment that lvas binding. According to Erikson's "all-

or nothing" principle, teenagers fear commitments as if it

rvere a fifel-ong traP situation.
It v¡as found that rvhil-e contact procedures did make

the service available to the teenagers, these procedures

likely had another paradoxical positive effect. The

paradoxical effect resulted frc.rm the regular contact
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v¡hich lvas desired in the earlier stages of the contacts.

The insistent contact with some youths had probably become

somewhat of a nuisance to some members in which the means

of eliminating the contact existed in the improvement of

their functioning.

For the contact procedures one weakness that was

realized was that more emphasis was needed in encouraging

the youths to keep more of their commitments consistently.

d) Intervi-ew procedures

The intervi-evr procedures were in large part designed

to operationali-ze Erikson's identity diffusion. Trying to

operationalize the identity concept was a valuable ex-

perience because of the resul-ts that could be used. The

other objective of the interview procedures that was

achieved was to provide eounseling input.

Some questioning vras not as satisfactory

as expected, However, the order set out in the sequence

exploration of the conflict phases vras helpful. By having

a general nction of the conflict issues, information

gathering was more ordered and.specific. The degree of

sensitivity did vary between the different confl-ict j-ssues.

Issues such as cul-turaf identity, and bisexual- diffusion

were sensitive. The interviews were more productive if

the subject areas were initiated by the clients.

4. Evaluation of instruments
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The instruments that were

rec order, j-nterview-terminati on

used were the tape

schedul-es, written



recordings and supervision sessíons.

The main difficulty that existed with the tape

recorder was the discomfort that some youths had with it

and their consequent rel-uctance to consent to its use. The

chances of being able to record the l-atter sessions of each

contract were higher because when the youths did get to
know the counsefor well-, they were more likely to consent

to the taping. The distractions that occumed were notabl-e

at the moment when the machine was turned on at the start
of the session, and these distracti-ons did subside as long

as the machine was not in too visible a focation. Dis-

tracti-ons arose when the tape recorder shut off before a

session ended or if it v¡as turned off early. It was found

that if the cl-ient was in a crisis period, the presence of

the tape recorder might be distractive. Three youths who

were asked, refused to consent, and preferred the after-

natj-ves of the supervisor attending the interview as

observer.

Some sessions were recorded with minima] or no

distractions. The primary value achi-eved with the taping was

that it served as a helpfuÌ tool- for consul-tation -
supervision purposes; the recordings made it easier to see

where changes were required. Information was recorded more

accurately and completely as vlas the case in recording

information immediately after an interview. Some recording;

v/ere poor for audio examination, so lvritten transcripts
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were compiled for any needed examination.

A J-arger problem area was in the completion of the

assessment termination interview questionnaire, which

was meant to replace the disbanded written questionnaire.

A form of a written questionnaire, to be completed by each

youthr or some similar al-ternative, might have been

preferable. This woul-d be to compensate for the counselor

effects. The questions in the interview schedules and

assessment schedul-e (appendix B) siere very difficul-t to

draw up and could. be modified. The outcome of the questi-on

formations depended much upon the interpretation of Eri-ksa¡

The written recordings and supervision sessions

proved to be important for al-l- objectives set out for this
practi-cum. VJhen the specific content of the recorded 1n-

formation was examined, the individual characteristics
and common themes across the issues could be seen. An

analysis of material selected on an individual basi-s woul-d

have invol-ved enormous amounts of information and ob-

servations, compared to the analysis of the common themes.

The supervision sessions were productive and

provided benefits described earl-ier in skills developed.

Itfhen supervision sessions were hel-d, the worker was able to
famil-iarize himself v¡ith the material to be revi-eled, and

the next action to be taken. Support and direction tvere

obtained through supervision.

5. Evaluation of Results

a) Themes and issues
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From the comparisons that were observed' a number of

themes and issues were evident.

1. One issue was the l-imited number of males in the

cl_ient group. 0f the females on whom referral-s were

received, contracts were carried through to some point of

termination with all clients.

2, The task of combining two different agency

settings for this prograÌn was an unexpected and unusual

experience. Both setting directors were aware that the

other agency was combined in the practicumr âIId for a short

v¡hil-e the worker participated in both settings simul-ta-

neously. For the cfients the Friendship Centre had some

ad.vantages that the hospital setting did not have and vice

versa. For exampl-e, the youths were secure in the Friend-

ship Centre d.ue to the cul-tural element, while other youths

needed the formal office privacy el-ements of the School- of

Social- Vüork and Youth Psychiatric Services. For a neutral-

atmosphere and priva,c! t the School of Nursing buiJ-ding and

local- school-s with office facilities, often was acceptable.

J.This practicun was preventative in that it in-
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vol-ved most members who were not

other social service agencies that deal with probJ-em

children, such as probation services' child care agencies'

Chil-d Guidance Cl-inic, treatment centres, etc' ' Two youths

were active with Chil-dren's Aid Society and two others \{ere

under a specialized. school- program. Eight others were not

active in these kind.s of agencies although they had as much

receiving input from



difficulty and pressures as other youths directly invol-ved

with other social service agencies. By having the input

that CPNAY had had this may have l-essened the risk of other

agencies needing to become involved.

4. The one-to-one therapy-l-ike approach was not being

used because the cl-ient group involved teenagers. The

focus of the Friend.ship Centre has been upon a community-

recreational-group orj-entation, because the one-to-one

counseling of native youths had been defined for the other

existant social agencies. Vlith the increasing recognition

of the impact of the cufturaf element in the setting' the

Friendship Centre has experienced more pressure to be more

involved in more individualized counseli-ng. Although

CPNAY v/as more one-to-one with the teenagers, a family

focus likely wil-l be more the trend for services offered.

5, The purposes of the program served the needs of

the youths invol-ved.. There were some concerns initially

about the short-term nature of the contracts, but short

contracts proved useful for the client needs and the in-

formation results that tvere obtained. The outcome was

supportive of what many writers have described as valuabl-e

brief therapy.

6, One of the significant findings rnade in working

with this cuftural- group was the inter-linJrages and con-

sequently the increased importance of procedures involving

confidentiality. In the Friendship Centre the lvorker was

concerned due to the increased probability of future contact
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by other known parties, friends or relatives. fn a

cul-tural- community the risk of meeting someone known to the

cl-ient i-s higher. Often other known persons become staff
or active vorunteers. Three teenagers woul-d. not attend.

sessions in the Friendship centre because they feared the

risk was too high that they woul-d meet other uirfriendJ-y

youths from the other side of the "tracks boundary .l-ine".

7. A final theme that coul-d be mentioned was the

environment and family backgrounds that had similarities to
each other. rn cP¡lAY some coinmon themes were: ihe youths

and their guardians rvere-struggling under trying economic

and social- circumstances. out of eight youths v¡ho v¡ere

subjected to conflict with other youths alone, only three

were choosing the flight al-ternative. The other five
learned to believe that in order to survive, viol-ence and

fighting were fl€cêssârlr no matter how much they disl_iked

to resort to this course of action. fn B out of l_0 youths

there was some parental- background confl_icts.

u)

Some comments coul-d be made about those youths who

were not serviced by CP¡IAY.

In both settings there were referral-s on youths not

serviced. In the hospital setting there was one Ì/-year-
old mal-e who v¡as referred originally to the hospitat by a
child care agency. Due to the fact that the individual was

al-most 18 years old, and that he had been into a difficul-t

routine of irresponsibility and v¡as assessed as being
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uncooperative and not interested in counseling, the agency

did not pursue the referral-. This youth vras still- a

potentiaÌ client.

In the Friendship Centre there were at least seven

youths who could have been devel-oped into potentialJ_y

active cl-ients. Referrals had to be made to other workers

since there v/ere a maximum limit being seen. Others were

referred because the practicum was ending.

c)Some limitations of CPNAY

The writer recognized that a number of l-imitations
existed in the assessment of results in the progran.

The operationalization methodologies had their
limitations.

The duration of shorter contract periods vras another

I imitati on.

There vras a scarcity in pertinent literature
references, and this limited the degree of foresight.
Scarcity of l-iterature did have one reverse effect in that
the scarcer the l-iterature the greater were the chances for
achi-eving the objective of "developing and evaluating an

irurovative intervention with native youths based on

Erkison's theory".

A l-imitation that was not ignored was the biases

that occtr.. 0bjectivi-ty was vital for the assessment

purposes. One type of bias was the Harvthorne effect which

has been described in several writings. I\Íaas and Polansky

(rye0, pI27) criticized reports that did not account for
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the bias effect. In one kind of bias effect the

clients respond according to the kinds of responses that
the clients think are desired.

Another type of bias is the informant bias. Some

useful information was obtai-ned from informants. Dean

and White (1969, pplo7-l-OB) suggested that there are lvays

of detecting distortions in informants. These ways lvere

implausability, knowledge of unrel-iability of the inform-

ant, and comparing accounts of the inforrnant with other

accounts. The factors d.escribed by these authors r¡,/ere

kept in mind (motives, bars to spontaneity, desire to
please).

I'fost rvritings covered, examined the i-ssue of the

reporter bias. One bias that could occur lras the parti-
cipant observer who "goes native" ie. he or she becomes so

invol-ved that vested interests interfere, or the value of
assessment no longer becomes important. Becker,. Q96g)

discussed the danger of the intervierver becomi-ng so closely
identified v¡ith the cl-ient that important but difficul-t
areas of questions v,/ere avoided. "Rather he unwittingly
chooses problems that are not likely to cause trouble or

inconvience to those he has found to be such pleasant

associates. " (p269)

Herzog vras critical- of how progress lvas assessed by

some practitioners or writers.
"l¡lhat a practitioner thinks he does may not be
exactly v¡hat he actuaj-ly does. The Committee
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on the Eval-uation of psychoanal_ytic Therapy,
for example, abandoned the questionnaire
approach after finding that 'there may be
considerable difference betv¡een rvhat tfrepractitioner of psychoanalysis submits in
anslver to a questionnaire as to what he
does, and what he indicates that he does in
the course of further questioning and
discussion' (23, p3B? )'t(Herzog, lgSg, p3Z) ,

Erikson described an interesting analogy of how not

onJ-y can the observer affect those being observed, but how

the reverse can happen. whil-e Erikson's description v¡as

not avail-abl-e in its original source of reference, his
point was clear.

"Another group of experimenters were told.
that one group of rats had been bred for

'maze-brightness' , the other for 'maze
dullness' , aj-though al_l the rats reaÌJ-y
came from the samð sTîãin. And alas,
the 'bright' rats did perform more
cleverly and animatedJ_y and the 'dulÌ'
ones more stupidly and ì_ethargically.
Bui the only communicative behavior
rvhich suggested itself as operative in
these resul-ts was the observable tendency
of experimenters to treat promising rats
more tenderly : and rvith fewer v¡ords.
The principle researcher, in fact, afso
'wonders what was said to the animal_s by
these experimenters who bel_ieved their
rats were inferior'. These simpJ_e but
fundamental- observations, verifiable by
ordinary experiment, should indicate the
striking need.for and the potentiaJ_ power
of insight." (Erikson, IgT5, pl80).

d)Achi-evement of the obiectives

l,"Jith regard to the three specific objectives set out

in the application of Erikson's identity theory to native
youths, utility referred to the usefulness as a value judge-

ment, whereas appJ-icabil-ity referred to the degree in v¡hich

Erikson's concepts accounted for human behavior in the
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crient group and therefore described. To accomprish a1l-

three ob jecti-ves, the third being "developing an inno-
vative intervention with native youths based on Eriksoll",
the anarysis of a good theory was to be involved to some

degree.

Applicability of Erikson

The l-iterature was reviewed to see how it portrayed

adolescent behavior in Erikson's terms. (1) The responses

to the operationalization of this identity concept,(2) the

methodology,and (l) approach used were a]l examined, to-
gether with any knowledge base availabl-e on native youth

cul-ture.

0perational-ization

6Z

It was found that some of the seven conflict issues

applied to the group. Erikson's theory lvas limited, how-

ever, in that it did not explain al-l- the prob]-ems and

behaviors, possibl-y because Erikson's model- v¡as cul-tural

and because of the shortcomings in the operationalization.
One of the areas of concern v/as that the youths

resisted discussing some of the i-ssues presented. Reasons

for these resistances were very difficul_t to determine.

The writer rvas unabl-e to determine clearJ-y how many of the

issues were ín fact, important to all- the youths. Some of
the conflicts were visible in some members, primarily time

diffusion, achievement versus v¿ork paralysis, role ex-

perimentation vs. negative identity, and J-eadership

polarization vs. authority diffusion. A plotting of the



cl-ient youths was done on a modified dimensional model-

drawn in appendix D. For this l-atter model-, it was

possible to select approximately the assessed level of

importance of each i-ssue (where each fel-l on the column),

and the maturational age (Uy .location on each row). For

each column the degree of importance (prevalence) of the

issue increases left to right. By examining the modeÌ in

this way there was no conflict with interpretation and the

writer did not necessarily have to agree v¡ith the pro-

gressional- sequence of al-l- the issues in relati-on to each

other that Erikson drew up. Role experimentations might

conceivably foll-ow anticipation of achievement, rather than

vice versa. The plotted point on the column does not

signify irov¡ much the issue was resolved; three dimensions

...'ú.,-'l ,l be needed to do this.

When reference v/as made about the content not ex-

piaining al-l the behavior, it was al-so meant that there

coul-d have been other issues operating eg. cultural diff-

usionr or that an Erikson conflict may not have been of

concern to the individual.

For the degree of importance or preval-ence, the

issues of role experimentation, anticipation of achievement

and l-eadership polarizati-on, were most sirongly represented

in the younger members. For the ol-der group, they were

concerned with some sensitive areas as wel-l as the early

stage issues mentioned for the younger members.

The degree of resol-ution of conflict in each issue
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basically coul-d not be determined from direct responses

because of the extremely difficult task of trying to

operational-ize this dimension. It woul-d have been

necessary to determine the degree of level- of occurrence

and significance of the earlier confl-icts.

Criteria of a sood theory
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rel-evance for determining applicabiJ-ity were expÌicitness

or testabil-ity, and comprehension or accounting for human

behavior. According to the resul-ts of the operational--

ization, Erikson's model- did describe the youths' behavior

to some degree onl-y. Erikson's model was explicit but more

l-imited in accounting for human behavior of the youths.

The progress chart in appendix C, gives some results

ihat served to substantiate v¡hat was important to the

youths. Some of the Erikson conflicts could be interpreted

from the progress chart eg. the i-ssue of time.

Util-itv of Erikson's identitv theory

Out of the five criteria those that had most

To establ-ish the utility or usefulness of Erikson's

theory to native teenagers, some results that demonstrated

the value of Erikson were needed. In the preceeding

section these results were described to demonstrate applic-

ability and consequently usefulness.

By examining utility and applying the criteria of a

good theory utility coul-d be assessed. The criteria of a

good theory that were rel-evant to assessing utility vrere,,

generation of useful research, explicitness and



comprehensiveness.

One way research could be generated was in the

recognition for the need to do further assessment of a

similar program with non-native youths. Because there were

no non-native youths, only a l-imited assessmenL could be

done on the applicabil-ity or effect of the cultural element.

Non-native youths in a similar program should demonstrate

much clearer evidence of identity diffusion. The accult-

uration influence was significant because it is virtually

impossible to ]ocate a group of native youths now who have

not been subjected to the acculturation influence. Another

program attempted should include more mal-e cl-ients.

The criteria of explicitness or testability was

achieved so that i;o some degree Eriksonts model was useful.

The model was usefuf to the degree that it was applicabl-e.

There *"=,some question about Erikson?s theory being

simplified or having clarity because of the complexity

found. The tack of clarifications and interpretations to

questions that did arise made the theory incomplete.

Developing an innovative intervention wilh
native youths

This objective was accomplished. Some of the

evidence for this can be seen from the Summary of themes

and issues, and the prevailing status of literature and

fietd materials that were described as being absent.

The objective of further skills development was

achieved. The exploratory style of this practicum had an
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overal-I objective of describing what was explored.(Tripodi
et âf., 1969, pp 92-93) . It was hoped that the style of
this report would give some overal-l- sense of understanding

of what was done, why, and some recognition of the value

in undertaking this practicum.

c) Conclusion:

7I

The writer did feel- a need to add some finaL
comments about Eriksonts identity diffusion.

There were areas that were questioned and two of
these could be emphasized.

Erikson?s identity concept

It was found that Erikson was too pessimistic and

refl-ective only of a serious outlook on adolescents. VJhen

youths were seen as being either end of a polar network of

a set of behaviors, there seemed to be no room for the less

serious more humorous aspect. Perhaps the apathy polar

end of sel-f-consciousness.was one area that couLd have had

some humorous aspect to it, but the lighter side was hard

to see in the descriptions. Unfortunately, much of the

theories that do exist, also leave out the Ìighter, more

optimistic aspect. Eriksonrs perception of problems could

have been presented instead as challenges or as necessary

learning experiences.

Some of the conflict phases needed more examination.

For example, it was found that Erikson emphasized too much

the conflict over self-certainty versus identity conscious-

ness, rather than giving more understandlng as to why youths



cannot l-earn to accept themselves

done. The concern over Erikson's

described earlier.

The cultural el-ement

This practicum was an examination of the culture
of native youth in conjunction with Erikson onl-y to a

limited degree, and this has to be kept in mind. 0n1y by

doing an incl-usive examination of the cul-tural values,

attitudes, and traditions of native cul-ture cou]d a com-

plete account be achieved.

By focusing on Erikson the acculturation effect,

only, could be realized and this eventually proved to be

the case. Erikson's concept did not explain native youth

behavior in whole. because Erikson's concept was based on

a cul-ture with different val-ues, attitudes and beliefs.

The nati-ve cul-tural val-ues do, regardless of the

numerous contacts that may occur with non-native cultures,

affect the native youths.

Some of the native cul-tural- val-ues, such as sharing

are in direct conflict with the values inherent in

Erikson's model, and from here arises the cultural confl-ict.

. A major implication for the field of Social l¡Jork,

.rr other similar helping professions, would be the need to
define and incorporate the cul-tural- effects on native adol--

escent youths. These cultural- effects do need to be in-
corporated into the mod.e of intervention through some direct

joint effort between representatives of the native culturaL
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and how this can be

bisexual diffusion was



society (societies) and the helping professions. The

current situation remains that Native cul-ture(s) needs

(need) to Ue defined by the Native cultural society

(societies) for the helping professions. This definition
has to be establ-ished in order to understand ful-ly and

clearly the impact that occurs when Native youth culture(s)
does (Ao) come in contact with the youth culture inherent

in Erikson's identity model.
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Summary 0bservations

This practicum can be concluded urith the following

additional- overall- summary observations:

l. Literature reviewed. This area was useful for the

practical purposes providing the counsel-ing, and secondly

for the examination of this practicum in conjunction with

the appJ-i-cation of Erikson. The si-gnificance of using an

ecl-ectic approach was described.

2. Procedures, approach, methods, evaluation, program

service. The detailed description of the process of pro-

cedures of the program and the rational-e, followed by an

evaluation of the various procedures made it, possible to

achieve the objective of describing what was done and why.

This approach was carried out in ord.er to define the way

in which the practicaÌ aspect of counseling was accom-

pl-ished.

3. Eval-uation, criteria used - As a result of both

no. I and no. 2, other valuabl-e observations surfaced in

the evaluation aspects of the practicum program. One

observatj-on made was that the criteria coul-d be developed

in order to help assess past intervention and ongoing

progress of efients. Both these latter task areas are'

difficult to achieve. Intervention was assessed through

the following factors: characteristics of the population

group, general procedures, conditions of the agreemenf,

settings and purposes. Assessment was done, secondly,
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through recordings and comparison analysis of results

such as actual functioning of cl-ient youths, earÌy term-

inations, effecL of the envj-ronment, length and degree of

contacts, and some examples of cl-ient particlpation.

4. Operationalization. The intervention instruments

were evafuated and this was found to be an area that re-

quired closer consideration, since operationalization is

very difficul-t to accomplish but important in the project

of the riature as in CPNAY.

5. Themes, issues, limitations. From the resul-ts of

the intervention, some themes and issues and l-imitations

i^rere noted and therefore described. These observations

were found to be significant. These themes, which rel-ated

to procedures and methods, were: the vol-untary and pre-

ventative aspect, brief therapy, individual focus, etc..

6. Need for programs. A finding related to the

observation in no.2, vüas that this practi-cum contributed

fur+-her toward the emphasis of the need for programs that

currently do exist for both Youth Psychiatric Services and

the Trlinnipeg Indian and Metis Friendship Centre. These two

agency services are important and need continued added

support so that they can make available community counseling

resources for youths.

7. Value of examining theory. Finally, by employing

this practicum, it was found that a worthwhile examination
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of theory coul-d be made.

given in this Evaluation

the results compiled in
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Appendix A:

Youth A: History: A was a l-J-year-ol-d native youth who

Ìived at home with her mother and two sibJ-ings. She had

the appearance of an older youth, about 15, There was a

non-native father who has become a part of the family,
al-though he spent some time away from the residence.

Because the famiJ-y has lived in Winnipeg a number of years,

A has been exposed primarily to urban life; due to her

interest in cul-ture A has been abl-e to gain a knowJ-edge of

her native culture and. ancestry. The natural- father is no

longer al-ive, although he \{as alleged to have presented a

number of serious difficul-ties to the famiì-y. A had

experienced traumas, but not at birth. A chil-d care

agency was involved at one time and a foster home pì-acement

had occured f or awhile. There were other rel-atives in the

city who maintained various degrees of contact with A's

famil-y. The neighborhood was ín a poorer area of the city

and did express a number of problems that affected A's

family.
Source of Referraf:
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A herself, and her young peer friends, had suggested

that A be approached. The parents were open to help rvhen

approached.

C ontacts :

About three

mother from time

informal- intervielvs had been held with the

to time under the awareness of A. A was



interviewed informally at home and at school when the

session was still in effect. Telephone calls were on a

weekly basis over the summer most of the time, except for a

period of about 2-3 weeks when she was out of town. Visits
were not usually heÌd when the days got hot; it was not

unusual- for a number of the youths to postpone a session

if it was too'hot. At the start of the contract when

school- was in session it was difficul-t to meet with A,

since school attendance was l-ow and it was awkward. at the

time to meet in her home; after the counselor and A got to
know each other, it was easier to arrange sessions. A

beca,rne much more open to visits; she remained unwilling to
meet in fcrmal settings except at school-.

A ',1¡es seen seven ti-mes - most of v¿hich were informal_

brjef .sess-i-, i-)s. Four sessions were J-onger and. invol-ved

sensì.ti.ve natters. She was seen twice in the presence of

iìe¡' rno'rirer, and two sessions with A's mother al_one were

intensive.
vtlhen termination occurred for this prograrn the period

of contact was lengthy enough to become intensively in-
volved and for the counselor and A to get to know each

other. Sessions began in the middl-e of ivlarch, l-981, and

end.ed near the beginning of September, l-981. A terminated

when she decided to stay with rel-atives in another

community outside of Winnipeg for the coming school- year.

She was feeling apprehensive about going to the sane
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school ín VJinnipeg and everything was

visit with the rel-atives. A's parent

regarding possible return of A , and

counsel-ing contact if desired.

Related Familv Difficul-ties :

crucial and did require some further attention. I!1om and A

found the pressures great and often unfai-r. A's perception

of the rel-ationship v¿ith others coul-d have been probed more.

Rel-ationships had been improving. Friends and other

relatives had not allays been helpfuÌ to any degree.

Ob.iectives of Involvement :
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The relationship between the famil-y members was

going well- with the

was given the advice

resuming of

(1) Dealing with familial pressures. Rel-ationshlps to

parents were vital- and could have been examined further.
(2) Schooling was one of the most difficult areas. Dis-

pleasure of school authorities and progra.m was

expressed by the parent and A. Attitudes and

notivation of A v/ere down but she showed a recognition

of the need for schooling. Her attendance was low and

there was conflict when she did attend, usually with
other youths.

(l) Peer infl-uence was of a negative nature but could have

been strongly positive.
(4) Some confl-ict over the time issue, anticipation of

achievement, negatl-ve identity, authority diffusion and

self-certainty.



(5) fnternal conflict over feelings that social agencies

and schools do not care, sel-f-image, worthlessness.

(6) Some cul-tural issues needed to be examined more

closel-y.

(Z) Level- of devel-opment of A wanted to mix with ol-der

peer groups and showed. some intol-erance of authorities

Youth E": History: E- was a J-J-year-ol-d who lived at home)")
with the mother and siblings, who incl-uded one sibling who

was originally referred to the cou.nselor and hel-d on

waiting status. The sibling that was hel-d on waiting

status for awhil-e did better l-ater and with the parents

preference it vÍas decided that counseling would not be

abtempted. Originally the sibling was hel-d on a pending

sta-tus because of the early assessment phases that were

'rtil-l in effect and the heavy number of youth invol-vement

i;hat tvas occurring vrith referraf s. The address of the

famiì-y had not been determined until- the needs for E, had

surfaced; Er's younger sibling had come to the worker's)
attention originally through a compfaint invol-ving the

centre ' after the v¿orker had hel-d an individual session

vuith the sibling no further contact coul-d be made because

of the unknown addressr etc.. The father was separated,

but created some worry as he would disturb the famiJ-y when

drinking and visiting at the saÌne time. The mother v¡orked

to support her family and did a lot of work to get help

with E^.
J
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Source of Referral:

Because of alleged conflict with another teenager B,

E2 was asked to see if she woul-d agree to counselingi !-
) 

vv Ðçç I¿ È¡lç vYvqlu q6l çç Uv Uvq¡Iùç¿¿¡¡É t "3

had had some difficulty in an aÌleged delinquency and had

agreed initially to sessions.

C ontacts :

l¡Iorker saw E, together v¿ith the parent in tv¡o inter-

views one being the initial one. Seven individual-

sessions were hel-d with Er. Telephone cal-l-s were regular

except for a period of about three weeks when E, was away

to the reserve. E2 vras seen informally and briefl-y a)
number of times at the counseÌing service centre and this

enabled the counselor to have an idea of the activity of

E". At times there was some resistance to sessions v¡hen)
she was not that involved in spealring in the sessions, but

the Ìast sessions were better. Both E, and her sibling

were doing wel-l by the time termination came lvith E, which

made everyone feel more satisfied. Sessions started in

April, l-981, and ended in the middl-e of September, 19Bl-.

The worker had tried to set up another session but E,

missed twice and her mother agreed that it might be best

to al-low E, to attend on her owrl. 0n the day that E, rvas

to attend a session with the v¿orker she made another

appointment vrith another social agency worker rvho was

supervisinS Er, but missed her session with the writer.

Ea at least had finally real-i-zed that attendance was)
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vol-untary. She was advised that she was to contact the

counselor if she felt a need to.

Rel-ated Famil-v Difficul-ty ¡

Mainly the influence of the father v¿hen drinking

e8. affected the number of famil-y moves and consequently

school- changes, job changes, etc.. It was not determined

what otherissues at home were affectinS Er, if any were'

as she was not responding openly v¡hen confronted about vrhy

she v/as angry at times.

0biectives of Invol-vement :

B2

(1) To offer support to E, and her family where needed; to

be av,/are of developments

(2) Further assessment of school- functionitg, peer in-

fl-uence, alJ-eged delinquency tendencies.

(l) Some conflict revol-ving around time, patience, role

expermintation, and probably authority diffusion. Other

possible issues of self-certainty, achievement, sexual

identity and diffusion of ideas were not visibl-e¡ responses

were difficult to get on area of questioning.

(4) Cultural conffict which affects general functioning or

response to the environment.

(5) Other i-ssues or confl-icts coul-d have been determi-ned.

(6) Personality development - violent tendencies, fighting

anger, ât one point was somewhat defiant - not afraid of

placement. Coufdn't postpone gratification.



Youth 0: History; 0 was a 16-year-o1d femal-e who became

17 by the sum.mer; who had returned to the centre to resume

some counsel-ing after hâving received sessions there before

through the social- work therapist. l¡Jhen o had returned

there was some speculation that a mal-e sibJ-ing woul-d re-
quest counseling; the sibling did not approach the hospital
centre. trtlhen 0 had sought counsel-ing before, it was because

of perceived conflicts at home and. to some degree the actual-

burden of the farnily. There were three brothers and five
sisters in the family, about half of v¿hom were at home

al-ong with other young neices and nephews. O was raised
in urban life although her parental generation were from a

rural- area. Both parents were non-treaty; O had. no known

traumas or heal-th traumas lvhile younger.

Source of Referral:
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Sel-f and school- via the centre.

Rel-ated Famil-v Diff icul-ties:

The father was rl.escribed as having a drinking problem

and af fecting the famiì-y negativefy. The rnother was

portrayed as being passive in spite of her disagreement

with the husband.'s drinking. Lack of communication by both

parents of famil-y members was presented as some problem.

The siblings and their relationships to 0 and each other

affected 0 who tended to carry the burden of worry. With

the younger chil-dren 0 was laden rvith babysitting. To some

d.egree O was wanting various members of the famil-y to



receive counseling. The father díd not encourage schooling
for the girls. An ol-der sibling was creating some problem

in the way the sibling was trying to dominate the home.

l¡,lhen the members of the family were confronted by o, there
was open resistance or avoidance of response. while the
mother rvanted 0 to have high school marks, she lvas not too
understanding when 0 fail-ed. one of the conflicts that
tended to arise with the drinking rvas that the father woul_d

behave differently pretentiously êg. he rvoul-d. not tal_k

about meaningful things unless he was drinking. l¡Ihen not
drinking the father said nothing at ar-r-. o coul-d not con-

front her father when he v/as sober, d.ue to fears seen in
him when he was drinking. The father vuas putting pressure

on 0 to be av/ay from home part of the time as a means of
seeking marriage mates.

Contacts:

B¿t

Involvement with 0 occurred from December, L9ZB, to,

January, l-98o (two months). o was interviev¡ed initially by

the intake director of the centre with the counser-or

observing, then interviewed three times after. During this
time teJ-ephone contact was maintained for arrangements and

the two sessions that 0 missed and were reschedul-ed. rt was

near the l-atter sessions that 0 began to delay sessions and

required reminding. When the l-ast session was he1d,

arrangements v/ere made trvice for another fol-l-ovring time

before 0 informed over the telephone that she did not want



to come down again as she stated that everything had. been

better and she did not feel- she needed further counseling.

0 was encouraged to return for another session to terminate,
but without success. Some ci-rcumstance or incident
changes had either occurred after the last interview was

held or else 0 had undergone enough change of thought

that she decided that she did not need further counseling.

In the l-ast two intervievrs 0 had been open and expressed

much j-nterest in talking about deal-ing with the various

things that worried her.

Whil-e contact with 0 had been for about two months and

was short of the number of sessions the counsefor had

expected rvould be needed, the contact period did enabl-e the

counsel-or to get to know 0 to some degree. It was possibì_e

to find out some of the issues that tvere affecting O.

0biectiveç of l.4volvementr (issues of concern, impressions

, ot 0).
(1) One of the immed.iate objectives was to help O deal with

those family related difficul-ties that rvere knov¡n and to
uncover any others that were hidden or developing. 0

was being used unfairly by various family members and

was being overburdened in having to worry over d.ifferent
members for different reasons. It had been hoped that
arrangements would have been made to see other members

of the famiJ-y fol-lowing permission obtained from 0 to
do so. 0's physicaf and psychological health was being

affected adversely by the family. It would have been
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val-uabl-e to determine how varíous members reacted. to-
wards 0; if they saw her as a victi-m on whom burdens

would be unl-oaded - that was what may have been actual-ly
the case.

(2) O's social- life was greatly reduced with the baby-

sitting and the isoration that o vras infr-icting upon

herself. She had restricted her activity with other
young people.

(S) Lack of communication by others was an issue. rt woul-d

have been good to explore her views in general on this
issue.

(4) rt was noted that o had. not been abl-e to discuss her
sensitive difficul-ties with school- counselors thereby
expressing a sel-ective choice in discussing issues.

(5) O expressed concerns about her school experiences; she

val-ued and recognized the need. to go to schoor, but was

not happy about the boredom and the way that the school-

program was camied out 
"

(6) 0 did not feel comfortabl-e about appearing before more

than one counsel-or at a time. she woul-d not consent

when approached to taping or the one-way screen.
(7) one of the issues about 0 that arose was the confrict

over achievement and what she saw as the fail-ures in the

schools.
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(B) The resistances that

arrangements was due

dependenee, At each

was cl-ear.

0 expressed in the l-atter interview

to her struggle for a sense of in-
session confÌict over authority



(9) There had been moments when 0 started to express con-

flict about cul-tural background.

(fO1 Deep-seated feelings towards parents needed to be

determined more clearly, relationships, etc..
(11) Self-image. O may have had a low self-image; this was

too sensitive an issue to be exami-ned more closely in

early stages of a contract.
(72) Views on peers needed further checking.

(1l) Due to the number of sessions, it had not been possible

to question 0 more deeply on some of the Eriksonian

issues. An assessment termi-nation interview was not

dorie since 0 terminated sooner than had been hoped.

Youth B: History: B was a 16-year-o1d native girl who l-ived

in her parental home with her sibling relatives part of the

time. Her parents and siblings live in the city lvith con-

tact occurring regularfy. Over the months beyond the term-

ination of the brief contract that v¡as held wi-th B, the

cc'mselcr was abl-e to get to know the parents to some degree

because they were active in the community centre.

Source of ReferraL:
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B came to the counsefor's attention primarily through

the parents who approached for assistance due to confl-ict B

was having all the time with other youths.

C ontacts :

Due to the short duration of the contact with B from

i!1arch, 19Bl to April, 19Bl- - two months - the counsefor



was disappointed that B decided not to continue meetíng

after having had only two sessions, one in which the parent

was present ie. after an introductory one v/as hel_d al_one

with the parent. rt was not clear as to the actual- reasons

why B had decided to terminate v¡hen she had been pJ-eased in
the l-ast session that was held. Telephone contacts were

kept each vreek; after the l-ast session, however, B missed

appointed sessions until- she finally stated her desire to
discontinue. Perhaps the next sess j-on v,'as not schedul-ed

soon enough since that had been one delay. There v/as one

occasion when the counselor had missed one sessi-on after
the introduetory one due to a mix-up in scheduling; B

seemed to be satisfied v¡ith the apology made for the mix-up

by the next time a session was held. B was encouraged io
contact the counsefor or the centre if there arose a future

desi-re.

Rel-ated Famil-v Difficulties :

BB

B was having some eonfl-ict stating that she

agree with her parents on various things. The

activeì-y involved in the affairs of B.

0biectives of Involvement:

(l) B expressed some confl-icts about some issues that
concerned Erikson; the nature of these confl-i-cts was

stil-l- unclear. These issues, which surfaced indirectly,

were achievement vs.. work paralysis, self-certainty,

authority diffusion and rol-e experimentations.

(2) Other conflicts that y/ere present, ât least on the

surface r wêf€ caring vs. no one caring, culturaf

coul-d not

parents were



diffusion, directness VS. non directness.

3) The peer group had much to do with v¡hether things rvere

going well or not, conflicts invol-ved.

(4) Schooling vras confusing as B was not sure about quitting
vs. continuing. B moved from a number of school-s.

(5) The counselor would l-ike to have seen B express her

views more openly about the rel-ationships that were

important (negative or positive) with others.

Youths S, and G ; History: S., v/as a }ó-year-ol-d native youth
I-L-L

rvho had lived at home with her parents and siblings most of

the time; sornetimes St did live lvith other relatives or

friends- for short periods of time. 51 \'/as becoming more

independent. The family has spent the l-ast greater number

of years in the urban area so that St and her younger

siblings were exposed more to urban life. Tf was the next

younger sibling.The parents had a number of chifdren, both

bc;'s ,.r-nd girls, âild had a difficu.lt ti-me adjusting to the

economic and social demands of the city that can exist for

any family that are not wel-l--off financiafly. Tt l-ived at

home

Source of Referral:
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Both S, and T, were referred through contact with the

centre and a conflict with other youths in the coinnunity

ie. the youths referred themsel-ves to a large degree.

Permission to counsef the ]¡ouths was almost not given by the

parent.



Contacts ¡

IVlost of the contact has been with S, because of her

greater voluntary interest and the greater care in
arranging for contact settings over the summer. When

school- was in session both were seen with the same

frequency. rt was difficult because both preferred not to
meet at the office. 51 was seen informally in the resi-
dence of relations with whom she lived for a large part of
the contact period.

51 was seen from l[arch, 1981 unti]- the middle of
August, l-981, and T1 from iVlarch, 1981 until- the middle of
July, l-98l-.

The contact period with S, was more intensive and more

productive than T, because of the di-fference in contact.

.ooth S, and T, had made a positive adjustment in that no

,'ere disturbances were being reported by the time termin-

atilån came. T1 shov¡ed l-east change in her mood. ie. her

discontent was still there.

The counselor got to know S, well- and vice versa, where-

as thís could not be achieved. with Tr.
The parents were visited twice separately and 51 seen

six times, mainl-y where she was living v¡ith relatives. St

was not seen for a terminati-on session as she had left the

city for a year. Sessions were informal and. at the

frequency l-evel- requested by Sr. T1 was seen four times

at school in accordance with her request. 51n" contract
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terminated when she decided quickly to pursue a schoor-

program under a religious organi zation out of ivianitoba

for a year. There had been no opportunity to see s, before

she left. T1 was not seen for a termination session either
because the family moved and r, had requested that she be

allowed to contact the worker for the next time session.

when it was learned that r, had moved. to an address unknown

any further contact was best awaited if it was need.ed. The

counselor had some opportunity to let r, know that the

availability of a counselor v\¡as there.

Belated Family Difficul-ties :

9t

Lack of confidenee in parents in the implementation of
counseling for the children. rnconsistencies and housing

has been a probJ-em that has affected. the fanily for some

time. Members affect each other, conflicts, etc..
0b.iectives of Involvement:

(1) Schooling - S, and T, were having various conflicts
about schooJ-ing. Staffing and program.

(2) Beliefs and. attitudes about violence r,yas of some concern.
(3) confl-icts surfaced in both s, and T, on anticipation of

achievement, role experimentationsr self certainty and.

authority diffusion. These were d.etermined indirectly
eg. by anger or annoyance expressed. s1 expressed. some

vrorry over diffusion of ideal-s.
(þ) Other conflicts included caring vs. non-caring,

consistency vs. inconsistency, directness vs. in-
directness. (f, ) .



(5) There was an i-ssue of cul-tural- diffusion.

Youth K: History: K was a smal-l- l4-year-ol-d native male

who had l-ived the last five years in the urban area rvith

his mother and four siblings. Because of difficulties K

has had v¡ith glue sniffing, missing school and al-Ieged

delinquencies, a childcare agency lvas involved in re-
questing for assistance with K. The father was separated

and worked as a ]abourer where he lived in the rural-

community home reserve. Si-nce being in the city placement

had to be attempted with K in a group home and foster home

which did not work out wel-l. The parents were described to

have had difficul-ties that adversely affected K, but

opportunity and time did not al-l-ow the counsel-or to confirm

fully these difficulties. The child care agency was to be

invol-ved until at least the spring of 1981 about v¡hich time

K did return to the rural home setting with tire grandparent

and father for the suinmer. I{ had been in more'bhan one

school- in the city due to the address changes. i( v¡as abl-e

to recal-l much of his rural l-ife experience as a positive

experience along with some negative experience. It was

not deterrnined whether the other family members v¡ou1d

remain in the city - they seem to have adjusted easier.

K had no birth or other health traumas

Source of Referral-¡
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Cbild Care AgencY.

C ontacts ¡

K lvas interviewed al-one after being escorted by a



v¿orker for the first session. Telephone contact was

reguJ-ar v¡eek to v¡eek most of the time during the contact

period from December, l-980 until the middl-e of ApriJ-, 1!81;

interview arrangements and often checking about missing

appointments or delaying appointments due to forgetting or

not being home at al-l (nVUOf,1 . I{ear the fatter portion of

the sessi-ons it had been possibl-e to meet the mother of K

in her home. K was seen six times, the l-ast of which was

at his home in the presence of his mother. During interim
periods of each session there were occasions when K did

resist interview contact in spite of a clear willingness

to talk over the telephone and receive the telephone coniact.

0n one occasion K v¡as early for an appointment, said he

woul-d wait until- the counselor arrived, going out of the

room for a refreshlnent from the canteen, but never returned;

this event occurred before the l-ast session that lvas held

in K's home. During each of the sessions that were hel-d

K was very convincing that the session v/as helpful and that

he would return for the next session, which never did happen.

In about the the fifth sessi-on K did request whether he

coul-d. meet every two weeks instead of each v¿eek; the

counselor agreed v¡ith this and re-emphasized the stated

procedure of the first session that the weekly contact v/as

done to enabl-e each party to get to knovs each other and feel-

more relaxed about talking. It was discouraging to find that

sessions coul-d not continue due to the move out of town of

K, because the worker saw K's problems as being settl-ed
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possibly only temporarily. The counselor attributed K's

resistance to sessions, if in fact he vras resisting, due to
competition for K's time; counseling vras not seen by K as a
priority al-though it had importance at times. A bad start
for the progra:n was in the start of contact v¡as just before

Christmas.

Rel-ated FamiÌy Difficul-ties :
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Farnily difficul-ties rvere difficul-t to confirm with K or

with the parent's views due to the involvement which end.ed

before anticipated. vJith the father having much affect on

the moods and feelings of K and his being unavaiÌabl_e for
contact, there v/ere a number of questions that remained

unexplored. K's mother indicated her concern over not being

abl-e to infl-uence K to l-isten, during the trvo contacts she

was anxious to get heJ-p as non-demanding, non-aggressive,

quiet, pleasant. K had too much control-. i( rvas aware of
the confl-ict between the parents. The sibJ_ings were seen

as doing well-. K's rel-ationships, feelings, etc . , toward

each of his parents was uncl-ear - causi-ng him some dis-
comfort, Some cousins of K make up part of the peer group.

Drinking by the father and at one time the mother, did

displease K.

Ob,ieetives of Invol-vement:

Several- issues surfaced during the contacts with I{:

(1) Some of the Eriksonian conflicts of time, achievement,

peers, authority ("g. poÌice and teachers, resists
advice about rural- l-ife). These issues were mainly



around early adolescent l-ife and were d.etermined from

direct and indirect information. other issues cour-d

not be touched upon without further sessions eg. sexual

diffusion, ideoJ-ogical- polarization, sel-f-certainty,
and l-eadership polarization. fndirectly symptoms

authority confl-ict issues did surface. Because of the

l-evel- of development of K, it vras very difficuft to
determine his views through direct questioning; he was

too non-verbal-.

(2) A nurnber of crucial- issues did revol-ve around family
difficul-ties, and did require more probing and coun-

seling input. Nothing v,/as seen or hnown of the step-
father - was he non-native?

(s) K r,vas described to have had difficul-ty v,rith self -image;

this v/as a sensitive issue but probably coul-d have been

exanined with K. K had difficulty being verbal_ and was

non-aggressive around adul_ts and strangers.
(4) ä was affected too much by hís peers. Immature, con-

crete minded, could not postpone gratification, shy,

distrustful-.
(5) K v¡as not happy with al-Ì aspects of school. He ma¡r have

had some disability - woul-d not agree to a psychologies

assessment. Intended to quit when legal- age reached.

Did not seem to see the purpose or val-ue of counseling

unless doing poorly. Not sure if quitting the right
thing (achievement confl-ict) .
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(6) i( had a cul-tural- confl-ict; confused, he rvas not content

with urban life . Unf ortunateJ-y, he may find himsel_f

dissatisfied with rural- life once he has been back

there for awhile - seems unrealistic about rura.l_ life.

Q) K's alleged delinquency invol-vement.

(B) K v,¡as involved with girÌfriend interest; it was not

determined íf there v/as any concern.

ß) K lvas showing some anger at the session hel-d in the

home (l-ast one), v¿hich rvorried his mother considerably;

it vras not determined vrhy K was expressing anger to mom

as I( missed any. subsequent sessions schedu1ed.

Youth L: Hi.story: L v¡as a l4-year-ol-d native youth who has

l-ived at home with her parents. Looks ol-der than age to
some degree. There v/ere two other sibJ-ings and a step-

father in the faniily. The natu.ral- father has been sep-

arated from the famil-y for some time but maintained some

contact with the children. L's mother was very good in
asking help for L and has worked to support the family.
The natural father was described to have placed conflict
pressure to some degree ivith the stepfather. L had no

unusual early age and bir.th or health compJ-ications.

Source of Referral-:

Self , pârêilts, and frj-ends of the family.
Contacts:
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L had been contacted

appointment arrangements .

regularly by teJ-ephone to determine

iiiother had been interviev¡ed four



times ' once in the presence of r, in an inítial interview.
f, vras seen nine times - most of which were lengthy. The

contact here was heavy and quite regurar from the middle of
It{arch' 19Bl- until- the end of september r98l. Due to the
counsel-or's invol-vement in the community centre and r,,s
involvement there too, a number of informal contacts
occurred in the ce'tre activities. vJhen the terminati-on
date did arrive for September 19Bl-, the J_ength was long
enough for the goals set to be achieved. From the
counselor,s perspective L was doing very wel.l-.

lel-ated Famil-y Difficu.l_ties :
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Any family conflicts that did exist have been r_argely
remedied except that the potential for conflict from the
natural father was stil-r there; L rvas learning to realize
she coul-d manage with contact from naturar- father.
Obiectives of fnvolvement:
(1) L continued to be anxious to try to deal with the

various kinds of confl-icts that did arise. she has

been increasingty able to overcome these conflicts.
(2) some of the issues of Erikson were affecting L, but the

more sensitive issues were difficult to d.iscu.ss eg.
sexual diffusion was only attempted but L did not give
too many views directJ-y on self_consciousness; diffusion
of ideal-s arose more cJ-earl-y. L suggested other issues
of conflict. serf-consciousness, time diffusion,
anticipation of achievement, authority diffusion and



role experimentation surfaced.

3) fnternal- confl-ict over cul-tural diffusion.
(4) School-ing performance did work out wel-l; at the start

this was one area of concern, eg. school moves.

(5) The counsefor had some concern about possible loneliness,
some self-image.

Youth M: History: I\{ was a tal-l likeabl-e native ÌJ-year-otd
girl who spent the l-ast fer,v years in the urban area after
being in the rural- reserve home area most of her earl-ier
years. She had ben J-iving at home with her mother and

stepfather (non-native) untit there tyas confl-ict and control
problems at v¡hich time the child care authorities attempted

pJ-acement unsuccessfully. There vrere trvo other young

sibl ings at home who - as far as was knov¡'n - v/ere not having

the same difficul-ties as lri. It vras not determined if the

rest of the fami j-y were to remain in the city permanently;

just expressed openly ad justment problems. l,{other lvas not

completely physically healthy. Foster home placement and

group home prospects lvere not vrorking out for Mt; closed

settings had been used. Iî v/as-.seen by the counselor in one

of the closed settings. Father deceased whil-e l4 v¡as young.

M did not have any birth or heal-th traumas.

Source of ReferraÌ:
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Child care agency.

Contacts:

There v'/ere a number of contacts. Id attended more



contacts than had been expected in the light of the

pressures under which she functioned, but the counsel_or

would have preferred a few more sessions. I,1 was making

adjustments in some important areas at the time she decided.

to termi-nate. Contacts incl-uded telephone contacts with lri

before each session and one interview with the parents.

Ilore visits v¿ith the parents would have been arranged; up

until- this time practical- matters had mad.e it not possibl-e

for more contacts to have occurred. There were seven inter-
views - many of which were J-engthy, due to the interest by

M; she had preferred weekly sessions most of the time

during the contract period from the middl-e of l,iarch, l-98l-

until- the end of lviay, l-98l-. The contact period was actually
short term yet intensive and seemingly l-ong. At the fast
session M v¡as uird.er some pressure from her circumstances and.

she expressed her dissatisfaction by deciding to terminate

in spite of counselor's encouragement to continue. A l-ot of

credit was due to M for her l-evel- of coping in spite of her

continuj-ng difficult circumstances. She knew clearly she

had the option of stopping the sessions whae she fel-t com-

fortable in doing so, and it uru" good that she tvas able to
exercise that option.

Rel-ated Famil-v Difficulties :
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The parents were finding the usual everyday demands of

living trying, and the confl-icts that did arise were affect-
ing l'î and one of her siblings. As usually happens lvhen the



youth takes on family burdens, I{ was forcing herself to

bear the burdens of vrorry about the farnily. There were

some parental difficul-ties suggested, but there was not

enough opportunity to examine these difficul-ties satis-

factorily. M worried about her mother and the next

younger sibling due to the conflict with the father. Ivl

was losing sleep.

Obiectives of Involvement:
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lrlot al-l- matters or issues cou.l-d be l-isted due to the

number of cj.rcumstances that threatened ivl's stabiJ-ity

adjustments.

(1) Family burdens.

(2) Schooling - in spite of the circumstances that existed

and the dissatisfactions that M felt with various

aspects of schooling, she expressed a good attitude

about the value of school-ing eg. hel-d the viev¡ that

special educational programs v/ere tapping student's

potential with the low standards.

3) Some evidence of some of the Eriksonian issues surfaced.

These issues v/ere: achievement conflict, time perspective,

negative identity and l-eaAårship polar ization vs. auth-

ority diffusion, All other issues l'üere very sensitive
(sexual- diffusion, sel-f-certainty,diffusion of ideal-s) .

Expression of lack of interest in boys rvas of some

collcern - could not get IVI to discuss this.
(4) One of the most immediate concerns that existed \'/as



around the unknoln circuinstances of placement plans.

A home return did not seem to be an immediate

possibility. M was restless and impatient about this
area of worries.

(5) Due to the ci-rcumstances, viol-ence v/as knov¡n to M. It
was part of survival.

(6) Cul-tural diffusion was an important issue; it was

sensitive to di-scuss.

(?) M's alleged delinquency involvements vras of much

concern.

(B) Iú felt that social workers, teachers, counselors, etc.,
did not care.

e) General- mood and l-evel- of emotional- expression of [1

required continued attention.
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Youth G,r: History: G,, v,'as a l-6-year-old. nati-ve J¡outh rvhoaa

lived at home with her two siblings, one of v,¡hom was her

younger sibling who v¡as almost counsel-ed, too. There lvere

glther ol-der siblings who did not live at home and did not

have too much contact v¡ith the family. The parents vrere

deceased since GZ was young and relatives l-ooked after GZ

and her two siblings. GZ had no knov¿n birth qrd early health

traumas. The f oster parents who v¡ere the relatives to l-ook

after G, and her siblings, had chil-dren v¡ho were living
¿

independently and away from the fa,nily by the tirne the

three children were living in the home. The chiLdren \,vere

primarily exposed to urban Ìife, but had been activel-y



exposed to native cultural- background. The foster mother

was deceased a few years after the chifdren v/ere taken in,
Source of Referral-:

GZ was referred by the community centre and her peer

friends, G2 was active in the centre.

Contacls:

GZ and her guardian father met with the counselor

initially in the home to decide whether counsel-ing coul-d be

tried. The sibJ-ing of G, had made an enquiry to be

counseled, but for about four v.'eeks wavered and final]y
decided not to pursue her enquiry just after Gz decided to
termi-nate. Later G, changed her mind again and cou-r-rseling

resumed. By the prograln termination date, the situation
v¡as much more hopeful. rt v/as conc.l-uded by the counsel-or

tirat GZ had decided to terminate for awhil_e - she did so

because she had not perceived her contract as voJ-untary,

due to the parentar invol-vement and l¡ecause she was having

probJ-ems seeing the purposes of the contract beyond a means

of getting out of a l-ot of troubl-e.

The eontact with G, was from April, l_98l until Sept

ember 30, l9B1 - with the u*""i*ro., of a stoppage of four
v¡eeks in the summer. The contact v'/as sufficient to get

some knowledge of the younger sibling of G, rvho enquired

about counseling. GZ O:-O return in October, 1981 to re-
quest for sessions to resume and thís was agreed upon by

everyone.
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Related Familv Difficulties:

The rel-ationship between each member of the famiJ-y to
each other v¡as not cl-ear. when some of the sibJ-iirgs out-
side the home were involved there were crises developing.

The counsel-or v¡oul-d have preferred to have been abl-e to
determine G2'" feelings about the famiJ-y and how she fel-t
about her past.

Obiectives of f nvol-vement:

(1) The seesaw kind. of functioning behavior that occurred

with G, and her sibling may have been symptomatic of
confusion in i-ssues. They had various complaints.

(2) The moods of G, were of concern to the counsel_or - too
depressive, unpredictabl_e .

3) The sibJ-ing of GZ v,/as being affected by Gr's situation
and this v/as of some concern.

(4) Peer group pressure was significant due to fighting and

boyfriend pressures.

(5) Eriksonian issues that were noted by indirect means

were role experimentations, authority diffusion, anti-
cipation of achievement. Tn" sensitive matters of sel_f-

certainty, and ideal- diffusion v/ere not rusibl-e with the

exception of sexual- identity. Opportunity did not arise
for these matters to be examined accordingly with the

resistancies that were met in Gr.

(6) Other issues that did arise were cul-tural diffusíon,
cluitting schooJ- vs. continuing, consistency vs. in-



consistency ¡ real-ity vs. fantasy.

Q) School-ing v/as an area of concern since the youth's
performance and attitude had been falling until_ recently.
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Appendix B. Interview ScheduÌes

I. Time perspective versus diffusion

(1) lJhen others tal-k about time, v¡hat do you think they

mean? Holv do they feel-?

(2) Do adults ever ma,lçe reference to young people when

talking about time? Idhat do these adul-ts say?

3) Do adufts seem to think young people are in too much

of a hurry to do things or that the young delay too

much?

(4) Do you ever hear people tal-k about or feel- they have

missed their chances to do something or to get some-

thing in l-ife? Do you think they feel this way if

they do not talk about this?

(5) Do ¡r6u think that life is too short or does it drag

out with nothing changing?

(6) Is being on time important? Any exceptions?

Q) Could. you describe an experience of a situation or

situations v¡here someone did not act quickly enough?

Do youths get into troubl-e from wanting to "get at

somebody" or "to go somewhere"?

(B) Could you describe a situation where there may have

been a feeting that delay was too long?

e) Did. you ever thirìh of the past as something that cou]d

not be changed? Iirlere you ever afraid of the future?

(lO) Can you thlnk of anything about the concept of time

you find annoying?
(11) Did any of these questions come to your mind before, ât

an earlier time? l'lhich ones?
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(fZ) Do you have any questions about the concept of time?

II Anticipation of Achievement vs. ll'lork Paral-ysis:

(1) How do stud,ents general-ly feel about "work" in school-?

(2) Do you know what the "lvork ethic" means? ItJhat?

3) Do students have a hard time finishing their work or

even starting?
(4) Vrlhat does competition and persistency mean? Are they

necessary?

(5) VJhen teenagers get into trouble is it possible they

are doing so to prove they can do something rvell-? Or

is it for some other reason?

(6) Do stud.ents have a hard time deciding about quitting

even if there is no pressure from adul-ts eg. parents?

Q) Are stud.ents generalÌy worried about deciding on an

occupation?

(B) Do you ever have troubl-e with concentration? Is this

a probJ-em?

e) Do you ever feel l-ike you are not achieving enough or

that you are not getting enough help? 0r is work too

easy?

(10) Is achievement important? Or do ¡'6i1 feel there is no

point?

(11) Do you or did you ever thirìk about ally of these

questions about achievement as opposed to not worrying

about achieving?

(fZ) Do you have any questions?
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III. Rol-e Experimentations vs. Negative Identity

(1) V,ihat do people mean by having a role? (nal<e sure two

meanings are expJ-ained) .

(2) Do young people ever complain over no rol-e being

al-l-owed in decisi-ons?

3) lr,Ihat roles do small- chil-dren l-ike to play?

(4) Do youths reject traditional- adult roles and use

negative ones instead? lrrthat reasons v¡oul-d youths have

for this rejectron and change from vrhen they are

younger?

(5) InJhat explanations do adul-ts seem to have for those

young people who re ject traditional- rol-es?

(6) Do young people feel- they are being ignored as if they

were a nobody? Could this resul-t in a negative rol-e

identity?

Q) Is there anything about adul-t rofes that causes a

teenager to be afraid? :

(B) Do ¡rss¡g people feel- there are too many big commit-

ments in the adul-t roles?

e) Do youths sometimes prefer to be a no'bod¡r, or somebody

bad or dead, rather than just close to a somebody?

(10) Did you ever think about any of these questi-ons before?

(11) Do you have any further questions about any of these

questions? 0r any others about experimenting and

negative identity?
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rv. Þelf )

(1) Do adul-ts and youths generatly feel- that being

recognized as an individual is important?

(2) Do young people seem to wonder about who theS' are?

Do they feel it is important to knolv v¿ho they are?

3) Are some people too apatheti-c ie. they do not get

involved v¡ith or for others?

(4) t¡Jhat do you. think identity of an individual means?

(5) Do young peopÌe talk or think about hovr they fit into
their family? Are young people constantly cotlscious

of their appearance and impressi-on on others?

(6) Can you describe a:ny problems or qu-estions about

identity that you might knor¿ of, or have thou.ght

about?

Q) Do you think that most people v¡il-l- become or ',vant io
become a parent, aunt, uncfe, grandparent, etc., in
their lifetime?

(B) When ¡rou. do something \¡rrong intentionalì-y, do you

think that shorving guilt does any good? For rvhat

reason(s)t
(9) If identiiy does not seem iniportant to you - \vas it

earlier?
(fO1 Did you think about arry of these questions asked

earlier?
(ff¡ Do you have anlr further questions about these?
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V. Leadership Pol-arization vs. Au.thoritv Diffusion

(1) What does leadership mean to you? Authority?

(2) Irrlhat kinds of problems can occur in society between

those in au,thority and those under authoríty? i¡Ihat

might eause conflict?

3) V,ihat do adults seem to have to say about hovr young

peopl-e taliing orders?

(4) 'rJhat d.o young people have to say about aduÌts giving

orders?

(5) VJhat do young people believe about rul-es, orders, etc.?

(6) Do young people panic over rivalry, hierarchy of

authority. competition?

(7) Do young people ever get into states vrhere they can

neither obey orders nor give orders?

(B) Have you ever though out any of these questions before?

e) Do you have any questions about thesethat I have just

asked?

VI. Sexua1 ldentity vs. Bisexual- Diffusion
(1) IIave you ever heard anyone talk about the importance

of sexual- identity? What l,üas being said?

(2) Do you think that teenagers do begin to worry about

their sexual identity ie. are there confusions about

v¡hether they are either male or female? I'rrhat might

cause such confusion?

3) Is there anyone to whom a teenager can turn (or do)

about this subject for advice? To tvhom?
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(l+) I¡Iere there or are there any particular questions

about sexual- identity that confused or stil-l confuse

you?

(5) Were there any confusions about sex rol-es for your-
sel-f ?

(6) Do you think or know of other young people vrho have

been confused about identifying vrith their ov,rn sex?

Q) t¡Jhat causes these confusions if there were or there

are confusions now?

(B) Did these questions that I have asked ever come to

your mind before?

(9) Do you have any questions about sexual identity?

VII. f deological- Polarizai-ion vs. f deal-s Diffusion
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(1) Have you ever heard others use terms such as ide-

ologies or ideals by anyone? l,Jhat do you think these

terms might mean?

(2) Can you give a very generaÌ expJ-anation of the

meaning of religious belief? - or theory? - or is it
that youths feel- that everyone is the same?

(3) Do young people ever express vielvs about their und.er-

standing of purpose of firef
(4) Do adults and teenagers have different ideologies?

(5) Do young peopJ-e seem to be trying to sort out some

belief which fall-s between reJ-igion and some under-

standing of Ìife (often neferred to as theory).
(6) Do you think that ideoJ-ogy could include conquest,



reform, happiness, rationality, technoJ-ogical- mast€r"$,

sal-vation?

(?) Is the future important to one'!s ideo,Ìofut

(B) Have you ever heard these questions before? 'uihere?

(9) Do you have any questions about these that have been

asked?

VIÏT.
(1)

L7t

ermination or Assessment Intervi@

Of the questions asked about identity were there

that were not stressed enough? Any stressed too

Of al-l- the questions about identity and an)¡ other

topics, vrere there any questions that v/ere missed

(2)

that you would. have liked to have had covered? l¡Jhich

ones?

3) VJhat questions or issues did you think were most

important?

(4) lias allyone ever discussed. or asked questions about

the toPics we covered before? ldho? 
:

(Ð Is identity as important to young people as a¡e other

more practical things l-ike lack of money, getting a

job, doing wel_l in schoot vs. quitting, other family

problems, etc. ?

(6) Do identity issues cause most of the difficulties for

young people? - or are the difficulties other things?

Q) Vüere there any questions that were aslted not helpful?

were there any things about my approach and methods

that might have vrorried, caused suspicion, or fear

any

much?



for you,( eg. ilV rol-e, stating pu-rpose, how I con-

ducted myself)'? How about the intervievu settings?

(B) Do you feel- that cul-tu.ral- identity is important to

native youths? Tf so, how would cul-turaf identity be

important? Vlhat about yoursel-f? Shoul-d I have

stressed cul-tural- identity more?

e) Do you think the follorving conflícts or issues are

important (these are comparison issues): consistency

vs, ínconsistency (doubl-e standards). voluntary vs.

non-voluntary work (¿o peopl-e do anything for

nothing?), reality vs. fantasy, feelings of loneli-

ness and v¡orthl-essness, people caring vs. no one

caring, directness vs. non-d.irectness (not open),

uniqueness vs. sa:neness (setf-acceptance), and con-

flict over societal values?

(10) Did you ever have a counselor before? If so, hovu did

you feel- the counseling went?

(ff¡ Did I miss any area that you vranted to talk about?

(fZ) Do you have a:ny questions of any kind you wish to

talk about?
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Appendix C

Youth Areas of difficulty, near start

Family members conflict or
burdens on 0; 0's physical_ ill_-
nesses, communication problem
at home; discomfort i some with-
drawl; confLict over school
attendance and program; Erikson
(achievement, authõrity diffu-
sion, self-consciousness) ;

cultural- diffusion confl_ict ;
confl-ict re counsel-ing?; con-
fl-ict with peers; personality
(some anger).

of contract.

Tt Conflict re family and burden
on Tr; schooling(program, staff-
ing,*purpose); use of vioLence
issue; Erikson(ro1e experiment-
ation, authority diffusion) ;
personality (angerr p€ssimism,
with¿""*1, can't postpone) ;conflict over (1) directness vs.
non-directness, (Z) cons istency
vs. inconsistency.

Areas of progress, near or at
terminati on.

Still distrustful; still- con-
f l-ict re famil-y; more exam-
ination of Erikson issues
needed; sensitive to various
conflict issues when ques-
tioned; more time needed; O

seemed to be having some
difficulty with purpose or
val-ue of program to her.

DD l-amily conflict; Erikson

T1 had improved in spealcing
about some issues; stiLl
quite unhappy about her cir-
cumstances; confl_ict sti-Il
visible but mood better;
distrustful-; tried to be
cooperative; family burdens
still- there - hindersome as
Tr strained; added insight
oi\ Aifficulties; discusãing
some issues but still- very
sensitive.

Assessment of
durat i on.

2 Months: short,
but somewhat in-
tensive too
short a time.

tiothing changed, except B

4$ Ivionths: wouLd
like to have had
more sessions.

ts
ts\,

2 I'/lonths: contact
too short.



Appendix C.

Youth Areas
continued..
of difficulty, near start

of contract.

( achievement, s ef f- certainty,
authority diffusion, role ex-
perimentation); issue of caring
vs. non-caring; cul-tural- dif-
fusion; issue of di-rectness vs.
non-directness; conflict peer
group; l-oneliness.

K Confl-ict re parents; pfacement
planning ímportant; personality
(controls lacking, can't post-
pone, withdrawl- and too shy,
anger, non-verbal-, concrete-
minded, impatient) ; schooling(quitting, purpose, progrâJn¡
staffing) ; Erikson(time,
achievement, authority, rol-e
experimentation) ; cul-tural-
confl-ict ; alJ-eged deJ-inquency
tendencies.

Areas of progress, near or at
terminati on.

'r.¡:';l;,, invoi-ved in-'''l::"i; with peers
anyway) .

A Family conflict; support
to famiJ-y needed; schooJ-ing
( attendance , prografi, staffing) ;
peer infl-uence and conflict;
cul-tural diffusion; Erikson

further con-
(not known

K had become a fittl-e more
verbal- and expressive (eg.
about anger, desires) ¡ more
aggressive express ion ;

al-ternative pÌacement
planni-ng vras arranged "oy
agency; more insight in own
problems i says he is staying
out of troubl-e; school- stilÌ
an area of concern; cul-tural-
confl-ict conti-nuing.

Assessment of' duration.

Some family worry and diffi-
culty; A in different home
on trial- basis(informal
arrangement) ; stil-1 unhappy
with previous school-; more

4 lllonths:
intensive but too
short; few more
sessions desired
by counsel-or.

6 Months:
intensive contact
most of the time;
satisfied A accom-
plished some im-
portant things;

F
F



Appendix C.

Youth Areas

A

continued..
of difficuJ-ty, near start

of contract.

(time, achievement , negati-v':r
identity, authority dif il.:,is i rn) ;

confLict over caring anc seif-
image ; personality (Iow -ic'lerance
moodr câilrt postpone, withdrawl)
anger; contact elusive at times.

M FamiJ-y conflict and burdening;
school-ing conflict (program,
staffing) ; Erikson(achievement,
time, negative identity, leader-
ship polarization) ; placement
pl-anning; pers onality ( pess imism ,
sensitive, moody, impatient,
emotion-status ) ; cul-tural-
diffusion; issue that no one
cares; alleged delinquency tend-
encies; use of violence.

Areas of progress, near or at
terminati on.

verb, not withdrawíng; still-
sensitive re various issues;
shovring some insight on
problems; more optimistic;
not feeling bad re termina-
tion - some worry. A wil-l- be
receiving support and help in
present setting.

L Family conflict, burdening
(support to family needed);
school confl-ict; alJ-eged del-
inquency and peer infl-uence;
Erikson (time, achievement,
authority diffusion, self-

Continued to be very sen-
sitive about some i-ssues;
talking much more; more in-
sight on problems; gains
more control-s; stil-] some
good attitudes tov¡ard pur-
pose in schooJ-ing.

Assessment of
duration.

Little of no conflict of
farnily novr; doing vrel-l- at
school; no delinquency; opt-
imistic; very open to verb-
al-ization of topics of
interest; mood very good;

J l'lonths:
intensive - one or
two further
sessions were pre-
ferred by counsel--
or.

6 I'tonths: near
termination,
satisfactory
length.

H
IJ
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Appendix C.

Youth Areas

L

continued..
of difficulty' near start

of contract.

consciousness ; role experiment-
ation) ; cultural diffusion;
pers onality ( self-imâgê , curious ,

quiet, internal conflict) ; l-evel
of caring issue; values.

Ea

) Family confl-ict (parents ) ( sup-
port to family needed);
schooling conflict; Erikson
(time, role experimentation,
authority diffusion) ; cultural-
conflict ; personality( easily
misfedr ãrrgrg, won't postpone
gratification, withdrawn, shy) ;

delinquency tendencies ;

fighting.

Areas of progress, near or at
terminat ion.

S1

response good to contract;
more introspective; feel-s
better about seff.

Family conflict and burdens ¡

conffict over issue of use of
viol-ence ; Erikson (achievement,
rol-e experimentation, sel-f -
certainty, authority diffusion,
diffusion of ideafs); issue
caring vs. non-caring; issue
consistency vs. non-consistency.

Needed to examine more the
family confLicti E. made
progress in delínqdency-free
behavior; school-ing problem
(attendance) may deteriorate;
another agency intervention
has occurred; listens in
more areas; not fighting; F
terminated. 

¿v rrb¡rvÀ¡Áb' "3

Assessment of
durati on.

Sr has been abl-e to ma-ke her
décisions about important,
difficul-t things (eS. school-
and independent ì-iving) ; S,,

now trying to avoid confliöt'
returned to school; can speak
openly and enjoys doing so
about various difficuft
issues; not resistent to
sessions.

5 Months:
intensi-ve at times
few more sessions
preferued.

J| I',{onths:
termination and
contact sat-
isfactory.

-F
o\



Appendix C.

Youth Areas

(\
"2

continued..
of difficulty, near start

of contract

FamiJ-y conflict as G. not
l-istening; effect of'Go on
sibling; personality (þleasant,
not angry but unrel-iable on
some eommitments, talented,
eas i1y misl-ed , immature ) ; peer
infl-uence; schooling (attend-
ance, progrârn and purpose
conflict) ; Erikson (role
experimentation, authority
diffusion, achievement) ;

resistent to contract commit-
ments ; cuftural- diffusion;
conf l-ict over consistency vs.
inconsistency, conffict over
directness vs. indirectness.

Areas of progress, near or at Assessment of

Erikson issues more eJ-early
identifiabfe; more willing
lateÌy to try; discussing i
issues, more readily
receptive to sensitive
issues; schooling still
needs intervention (tilis
area is being l-ooked after) ;
need to question more about
1SSUES .

termination. duration.

4-J ntonths:
not intensive
enough until-
lately; more
sessions desired
but ínput being

P
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I.
INFANCY

Appendix E.
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